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Summary
The research work reported in this thesis proposes a novel micro capacitive pressure
sensor for detecting a small pressure variations ∆P over a large constant load P . As
one of the most established areas of MEMS (Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems)
technology, micro capacitive pressure sensors are popular because they provide
superior properties such as lower power consumption, larger output range, and less
temperature dependence. To meet various measurement requirements in practice,
this dissertation assesses the evolving structure and performance of the proposed
sensor, from the perspectives of computer simulation, parameters optimization,
fabrication and testing, etc.
The potential fields where the proposed device could be applicable include hy-
drostatic tank gauging, petroleum pipe monitoring and biomedical applications,
etc. The proposed sensor fundamentally consists of a sealed chamber with a rigid
substrate, and two movable diaphragms which will deform under applied pres-
sure. Simulation experiments have been conducted to identify the theoretically
sensor performance. Specifically, mechanical deformation of sensing diaphragm
is modelled on the basis of a Finite Element Method, and the geometric data of
the deformed diaphragm is then imported into an integration method to estimate
changes in the capacitance. Modelling results indicate that the deformation of a
thick sensing diaphragm could be magnified after it comes into contact with a thin
cantilever middle diaphragm, and thus the sensitivity could be improved by 1364%
after the onset touch point.
Compared to conventional parallel plate capacitive pressure sensors, the pro-
posed sensor has more structural parameters so the task of selecting the various
xiii
Summary xiv
structural parameters is more complex. Based on the FEM simulation results,
relationship between the structural parameters and sensor performance have been
discussed and a graphical method has been proposed for sensor design. The fea-
sibility of using evolutionary algorithms to optimize the structural parameters is
also investigated. First, an analytical model of the proposed sensor that can be
conveniently used to evaluate the fitness of the candidate solutions is first con-
structed using plate theory. The deflection model of the sensing diaphragm is
based on energy method in order to consider the effects of internal stress. Theory
of plate deflection is then used to model the deflection model of the cantilever mid-
dle plate. Results demonstrate that the accuracy of the analytical model is within
3% of the finite element approach. The analytical model is then combined with a
Multi-Objective Evolutionary Algorithm package to optimize the sensor structure.
After constraining the search space to satisfy fabrication limitations, an optimal
structure that provide 65.8% improvement in sensitivity over a graphical design
method is evolved.
Finally, the concept of using mechanical amplification to improve device sensi-
tivity is investigated experimentally. The proposed device is fabricated by forming
the cantilever middle plate on a SOI wafer using surface micromachining technol-
ogy, bulk micromachining a pyrex wafer to active mechanical amplification, before
forming a sealed chamber using anodic bonding. Using a hydrostatic pressure sys-
tem, a probe station and capacitance measuring instruments, the device is char-
acterized. Experimental results demonstrate that the sensitivity of a device with
670µm× 670µm square diaphragm improves from 0.405fF/kPa to 3.280fF/kPa
when mechanical amplification is activated. The data proves that the proposed
device is able to provide enhanced sensitivity to small pressure fluctuations in the
presence of a relatively large ambient load. The experiment done on a MS3110
measurement board is also presented to find the possibility of converting capaci-




1.1 Review of MEMS technology
In recent decades, there are dramatic developments in the areas of Micro-Electro-
Mechanical Systems(MEMS). MEMS is a new technology that deal with the design
and production of movable miniature mechanical devices. MEMS technology inte-
grates micromechanics and microelectronics in their functionality, and often leads
to the integration of devices of both kinds into one chip [1].
MEMS components are being used in diverse applications such as mechanical
sensors, optical sensors, chemical sensors, projection displays, fiber switches, DNA
amplification, medical diagnostics, material testing, lab-on-a-chip, micro robots,
and many others[2]. The small size and weight of this products enable sensing
and actuation to be incorporated into applications that were not cost-effective or
even though of before. Compared with systems in the macro domain, such micro
electro-mechanical devices have the advantages listed:
1. Higher performance. As the size of system decreases, the influence of outside
disturbance such as temperature, humidity become less troublesome [3][4].
2. More efficient. The transient time is obviously shorter in micro linear dimen-
sion. Thus, the system is able to respond more quickly [5].
3. Improved performance. Due to the small volume of micro systems, expensive
1
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materials can be used to obtain desirable properties [6][7].
The micro scale structures and devices have dimensions of micrometers. MEMS
technology utilizes the same operational principles and basic foundations as con-
ventional electromechanical systems. In fact, the designer applies the classical
Lagrangian and Newtonian mechanics as well as electromagnetics (Maxwell’s equa-
tions) to study MEMS.
Production costs of MEMS devices are normally much cheaper than that of
the macro devices for the same purposes. However, the fabrication equipments
cost is very high. A state-of-the-art silicon foundry cost the better part of one bil-
lion US dollars. High initial investment is definitively one of the main challenges
for anyone who is contemplating industrialization of MEMS. Another challenge
is the complexity of the MEMS prototypes design and performance verification.
Typical MEMS devices, even simple ones, manipulate energy (information) in sev-
eral domains: mechanics, electronics and magnetics. The designer must therefore
understand, and find ways to control complex interactions between those domains.
Development of MEMS devices often require the fabrication of micromechanical
parts, e.g., a diaphragm in the case of the pressure sensor and a suspension beam for
many accelerometers. These micromechanical parts were fabricated by selectively
etching away areas of the silicon substrate to leave behind the desired geometries.
Hence, the term micromachining is used to designate the mechanical purpose of
the fabrication processes that were used to form these micromechanical parts.
1.2 Fabrication Techniques
Traditionally, MEMS devices has been built largely upon microelectronics technolo-
gies. The main reasons are excellent mechanical properties of silicon [8], and of
other materials used in microelectronics field such as polysilicon, oxide and nitride.
Besides, many microelectronics processes such as deposition, etching, lithography
can be easily adapted for micromachining technology. Micromachining technology
has been developed for creating structures of high quality single crystal silicon and
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thin film growth and patterning. Micromachining technology is often divided into
two categories: bulk micromachining and surface micromachining. It is noted the
dividing lines separating these categories are not always clear, since many MEMS
devices have elements of both methods.
1.2.1 Bulk micromachining
Bulk micromachining is often described as a subtractive process, where the bulk
of the substrate (usually glass or single crystal silicon) is etched, cut, or otherwise
modified to make the desired structure. The substrates can be machined by nu-
merous techniques including isotropic etching, anisotropic etching, electrochemical
etching, spark machining, mechanical milling, ultrasonic milling, laser and laser-
assisted etching, and electro-discharge machining.
Silicon etching method is generally divided into two categories, dry etching and
wet etching. There are various types of dry-etch processes, ranging from physical
sputtering and ion-beam milling to chemical-plasma etching. Reactive ion etching,
the most common dry etching technique, uses a plasma of reactant gases to etch
the wafer, and thus is performed at low pressure in a vacuum chamber. Wet etch-
ing can also be used on single crystal silicon or gallium arsenide wafers, where the
etchant attacks all crystalline plates faster than the < 111 > planes. In silicon, this
can be used to create diaphragms, v-grooves and other structures, as shown in Fig-
ure. 1.1. Diaphragm thickness can be controlled by using elctrochemical etch stop,
or a heavily boron doped etch stop. A wide variety of anisotropic etching solu-
tions can be used, including ethylene diamene pyrocatechol (EDP ) and hydrazine.
Aqueous hydroxide solutions are also commonly used, including CsOH, KOH,
NaOH and tetra-methyl ammonium hydroxide (TMAH). EDP and KOH are
the most widely used and characterized etchants. EDP has the advantage over
KOH of better selectivity to the etch mask of SiO2. However, KOH has superior
of < 100 >:< 111 > etch rate selectivity. KOH contaminates silicon with potas-
sium, a known fast ionic impurity in gate oxides of MOS transistors, and causes
unwanted threshold voltage shifts. Bulk micromachining can also be defined as the
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Figure 1.1. Bulk micromachined structures realized by silicon etching
formation of a desired microstructure by utilizing the bulk of a substrate, which is
inclusive of wafer bonding technology. The most widespread techniques for bulk
micromachining are wet anisotropic etching and wafer bonding. Wafer bonding is
the technique of bonding two substrates together. Several techniques for bonding
substrates are available to the aspiring micromachining processes. The most obvi-
ous technique is to use an adhesive material. Photoresist, polyvinyl acetate (PVA),
poly-methyl-methacrylate (PMMA) and die attach epoxies and polymides can be
used as gluing materials. Melting dissimilar metals to form a eutectic has also
been done [9] [10]. Anodic bonding, sometimes referred to as field assisted bond-
ing, involves bonding an insulating substrate to a conducting substrate by bringing
two flat surfaces together and applying voltage and heat. This technique can be
applied to glass and metal substrates, glass and silicon substrates, and oxidized
silicon substrates. Typical values of voltages and temperature ranges are 500-1500
V and 400 -600 oC. Anodic bonding and gluing techniques are generally limited
to the end of a fabrication sequence because of high temperature degradation or
foundry contamination issues.
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Figure 1.2. Typical steps for surface micromachining. (a)sacrificial layer deposi-
tion (b)definition of the anchor and bushing regions, (c)structural layer patterning
(d)free-standing microstructure after release
1.2.2 Surface micromachining
In contrast to bulk micromachining, surface micromachining is often described as
an additive technology. Typically, the desired microstructure is built by depositing
and patterning thin films (less than 10 µm) of structural and sacrificial materials
on surface of the substrate. Figure. 1.2 shows the process flow of surface microma-
chining. First, the sacrificial layer is deposited and patterned. Then, the structural
layer is deposited and patterned. Finally, the sacrificial layer is etched to leave a free
standing cantilever. The principle advantages of surface micromachining over bulk
micromachining are size and dimension control. Due to the nature of anisotropic
etching, a bulk micromachined diaphragm assembly must be at least the diaphragm
size plus approximately two times the thickness of the wafer. Therefore, the di-
mensions of a bulk micromachined diaphragm depend on wafer thickness, which
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is not always well controlled. Furthermore for a bulk micromachined part, there
can be more complexity of aligning front side structures to the diaphragm that
created by backside etching. The surface micromachined diaphragm assembly can
be much smaller, approximately the diameter of the diaphragm itself. However,
the mechanical properties of a deposited surface micromachined diaphragm will,
in general, not be as uniform and repeatable as a high quality, single crystal, bulk
micromachined diaphragm.
1.3 Review of micro pressure sensors
Since micromachining technology was first developed, various micromachined me-
chanical transducers have been developed and demonstrated. Examples include gy-
roscopes, pressure sensors and flow sensors. MEMS sensors are cheaper, faster and
simpler, more efficient and reliable than conventional macro sensor [11]. Nowadays,
MEMS-based sensors are a crucial component in automotive electronics, medical
equipment, smart portable electronics, robotics and hard disk drives. Pressure
sensor is one of the most established areas of MEMS technology. Micro pressure
sensors began in the automotive industry especially for crash detection in airbag
systems. Throughout the 1990s to today, the airbag sensor market has proved to
be a huge success using MEMS technology. MEMS-based pressure sensors are now
becoming pervasive in everything from inkjet cartridges to blood pressure testers.
Pressure transduction is the means by which the mechanical energy from the
pressure is transformed to a form of electrical signal, such as current, voltage and
capacitance. Various sensing techniques and designs have been used to develop new
and improved micro pressure sensors. An example is a strain gauge, which trans-
forms strain into a change of electrical resistance. There are some other methods of
transduction that are based on fundamental physical laws, such as piezoresistive,
capacitive or resonant phenomena. The various types of micro pressure sensors is
discussed in this section.
Micro pressure sensors are one of the earliest and largest research areas in
MEMS and it has been in existence almost since the inception of microelectron-
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ics and integrated circuit (IC) technologies. The discovery of the piezoresisitive
effect in silicon and germanium in 1954 [12] is commonly cited as the stimulus for
silicon-based sensors and micromachining. Silicon piezoresistors were bonded to
metal diaphragms to create pressure sensors in the late 1950s. Even as early as
the 1960s, different techniques for bulk and surface micromachining were emerg-
ing. The Resonate Gate Transistor of Nathanson and Wickstrom in 1965 [13] is
widely recognized as one of the first applications of a micromechanical device on
a silicon substrate. The first monolithic integrated pressure sensor with digital
(i.e., frequency) output was designed and tested in 197l at CWRU [14]. To achieve
better sensitivity and stability, capacitive pressure sensors were first developed and
demonstrated at Stanford University in 1977 [15]. The first integrated monolithic
capacitive pressure sensor was reported in 1980 [16]. Petersen provides an excellent
overview of the wide variety of silicon applications in mechanical devices including
pressure sensors [17].
1.3.1 Micro piezoresistive pressure sensor
Piezoresistance is the property where the resistivity of a material changes due
to an applied strain. The resistivity change is generally linear with strain. While
piezoresistivity is present in most metals, the piezoresistive effect in semiconductors
is stronger by up to two orders of magnitude[18]. The large effect in silicon (Si)
and germanium (Ge) is due to electronic band deformation and redistribution of
carriers within the various conduction and valence bands.
Piezoresistance is useful whenever a direct strain is to be measured, or when a
physical variable can be related to strain. A typical piezoresistive pressure sensor
structure is shown in Figure. 1.3. A thin conductive wire is cemented into the
diaphragm. When external force flexes the diaphragm, the conductive wire deforms
to produce a resistance change. Simultaneously, the values of resistors in the
Wheatstone bridge changes. Thus a bridge voltage can be measured as a function
of the pressure.
The linearity of the piezoresistive sensor output can be quite good, when the
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Figure 1.3. Operation of the micro piezoresistive pressure sensor
elastic limits of the diaphragm are not exceeded. It is also necessary to ensure that
the diaphragm deformation is only in a small range compared to the diaphragm
dimension, because the effect of nonlinearity may occurs for large deformation.
Furthermore, it must be noted that hysteresis, nonlinearity, non-repeatability and
creep have a significant effect on the output readings in the piezoresistive sensors.
It was also found that piezoresistive sensors were very sensitive to interference,
such as sideways forces, making them inaccurate for many biomedical applications
[19].
1.3.2 Micro capacitive pressure sensor
Piezoresistive sensors are low cost, but they require extensive calibration and com-
pensation procedures due to small output swing (10− 100mV ) and large thermal
drifts. To address these limitation, many micromachined pressure sensor using
the capacitive sensing method have been proposed, since capacitive sensors have
more controllable characteristic and larger output range[20][21][22]. In general,
capacitive pressure sensor are more sensitive to pressure than the piezoresistive
ones [23]. Moreover, capacitive pressure sensors generally have less temperature
dependance[24].
The typical working theory of a micro capacitive sensor is to detect the gap
changes between two electrodes [25]. They are based on parallel plate capacitors,
usually with one plate fixed and the other moving. The capacitance, C, of a parallel
8
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where ε, A and d are the permittivity of the gap, the area of the plates, and the
separation gap of the plates, respectively. Changes in pressure cause one of the
plate to deflect and change the capacitance. From Equation (1.1), the capacitance
change is proportional to pressure and is typically a few percent of the total capac-
itance. The capacitance can be monitored by using it to control the frequency of
an oscillator or to vary the coupling of an AC signal. It is good practice to keep the
signal-conditioning electronics close to the sensor in order to mitigate the adverse
effects of stray capacitance.
The micromachined capacitive pressure sensors typically have capacitances of
only a few picofarads, making them susceptible to signal loss through parasitic
capacitances [26]. This problem can be mitigated by increasing the area of the
sensor, but leads to increases in the die size and sensor cost. For these reasons, ca-
pacitive sensors have historically been passed over in favor of piezoresistive sensors.
However, improvements in analog circuits and the monolithic integration with ca-
pacitive sensors have overcome many of the problems and have made capacitive
sensors an attractive technology [24]. One approach is to construct an identical
reference device with no diaphragm is next to the sensing capacitor for a parasitic
insensitive capacitance measurement scheme [8], as shown in Figure. 1.4. When
the pressure is applied on the sensing device, the difference between reference and
sensing devices are measured and used as the output. By these means, the effect
of parasitic capacitance and thermal stress has been removed greatly.
1.3.3 Micro resonant pressure sensor
Another type of pressure sensor relies on vibrating elements for measurement of
pressure. The sensors operate by monitoring the resonant frequency of an em-
bedded doubly clamped bridge [27][28][29], or a comb drive [30]. A typical micro
resonant pressure sensor is shown in Figure. 1.5, which consists of a thick outer
9
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Figure 1.4. (a) cross section and (b) top view of micro capacitive pressure sensor
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Figure 1.5. Cross section view of micro resonant pressure sensor
frame, a thin inner diaphragm, and a thin doubly supported silicon beam posi-
tioned in the center [27]. The resonant beam is on top of the diaphragm and it
acts as a sensitive strain gauge. As the stress state of the diaphragm changes, the
tension in the embedded structures changes and so does the resonant frequency.
The beam is excited into resonance by applying an AC voltage through the
electrodes beneath the silicon beam. The beam vibrates at its natural frequency
according to its tension, which varies with pressure. Thus, pressure may be cal-
culated by measuring the frequency of vibration of the beam. Such frequency
measurement is commonly carried out by electronic circuits (oscillator amplifier
and frequency converter) integrated into the sensor cell. The resonant beam can
also be optically excited by laser and sensed by a photo detector [31], or electro-
statically excited and capacitively sensed [30].
Resonant pressure sensors have been shown to exhibit better pressure sensitivity
and lower temperature sensitivity than pure pressosensitive sensors. Furthermore,
a frequency output is more robust to disturbance than classical analog piezoresistive
and capacitive signals[27][29].
The resonant beam needs an excited signal, as well as an electrical circuit
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to measure the vibration frequency. These parts usually make the pressure sensor
more complex in design and fabrication. Furthermore, the vibration of the resonant
beam will be greatly affected for large diaphragm deformation. Thus, the working
range of the resonant pressure sensors is limited, compared to that of piezoresistive
or capacitive sensors.
1.4 Motivations
As discussed in previous section, most sensors for greater-than-atmospheric pres-
sure utilize the characteristic of deformable diaphragms. However, for large pres-
sure applications, the sensing diaphragm must be thick enough to handle the high
pressure load. On the other hand, the sensitivity of these pressure sensors must
also be high enough to detect small pressure variations caused by leakage or other
disturbances. In order to address this problem, an approach is needed to enhance
the sensitivity while keeping the ability to sustain high ambient pressure. The sen-
sitivity enhancement approach will be useful to many pressure applications such
as tank gauging, pipeline pressure measurement and biomedical applications, etc.
1.4.1 Hydrostatic Tank Gauging
Despite various types of micro pressure sensors, few are sensitive to small pressure
variations in a high pressure ambient. Sensors capable of measuring P+∆P , where
P >> ∆P , accurately are useful for the specialized application of hydrostatic tank
gauging (HTG) [32]. Tank gauging is the generic term for the quantity assess-
ment of liquid products in bulk storage tanks. Hydrostatic tank gauging (HTG)
is a pressure-based tank gauging system, and the typical structure is shown in
Figure 1.6. Hydrostatic tank gauging systems operate on the principle that the
pressure at the bottom of the tank varies with the liquid in the tank. In Figure. 1.6,
pressure sensors on the dip tube are submerged into the bottom of the tank, and
the readings at the digital gauge are used to indicate tank contents and liquid
height level.
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Figure 1.6. Hydrostatic tank gauging system
Micro pressure sensors and mechanical gauges are used in this application be-
cause of their simplicity of installation and calibration, and because of their high
accuracy at a low price. These pressure gauges are normally designed to measure
liquids having high constant specific pressure in the tanks. Thus, they cannot re-
sponse promptly to some changes in the tanks, such as the liquid level variation
due to leakage, or the liquid density change because of incoming moisture. By
applying the idea of sensitivity improvement, it may be possible to detect small
pressure variations in a certain high pressure environment, thus helping to detect
leakage or density monitoring in HTG area.
It is a method to accurately gauge liquid inventory and to monitor transfers in
tank farms and similar multi-tank storage facilities. Increasingly, HTG systems are
also employed for storage tank leak detection [33]. Traditional HTG installations
involve disrupting the integrity of the tank wall in three or more places to mount
multiple pressure and temperature sensors. Each sensor is a complex combination
of electrical and mechanical components. Microelectromechanical Systems technol-
ogy offers a means of eliminating the need for multiple sensors as it allows on-chip
integration of pressure and temperature transducers.
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1.4.2 Pipeline monitoring
Piping transporting are normally used for crude oil, natural gasoline, natural gas
liquids, liquefied petroleum and alcohol, etc. Pipeline consists of pipe, flanges,
bolting, gaskets, valves, fittings and the pressure containing parts of other piping
equipment. Liquid may be injected or stripped at various locations along the
pipeline. Pressure sensors are commonly used for quickly calculating the inlet or
outlet pressure of a pipe segment for a given flow rate. The pipeline pressure profile
are monitored and used as a reference guide for each pump station.
The idea of monitoring small variations in the large pressure environment can
be applied to monitor leaks in the pipelines due to corrosion or defect. A leak in a
segment of the pipeline may result in the a small change in pressure readout. To
locate the leakage points within 5 minutes as required, pressure sensors with the
capability of detecting a transfer pipeline pressure variation caused by 2 % change
of the design flow rate.
1.4.3 Biomedical applications
MEMS capacitive pressure sensors are widely used in biomedical applications due
to its advantages of miniaturization, low power consumption, ease of measurement
and telemetry [34]. The pressure sensor is designed to operate in a pressure range
of 0 ∼ 300mmHg and is targeted for biomedical application of blood pressure
or heart beat rate sensing [35]. Present pressure sensors typically utilizes parallel
plate capacitors, which are large in size and are required to be operated in touch
mode for good linearity.
Figure. 1.7 shows one of the pressure sensors in biomedical applications. The ca-
pacitive pressure sensor comprises a pressure dependent capacitance Cx = C0+∆C
and a pressure reference capacitance C0 for cancelling out the offset capacitance.
To build a sensor for measurement of absolute pressure the reference pressure in-
side the sealed micro-cavity is kept well below 100Pa = 1mbar [36]. The readout
circuit is a micro-power with 100µA and 3.5V . A capacitive measurement range of
600fF are achieved and processed by the signal preprocessing circuit. The output
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Figure 1.7. Flip-chip configuration, read-out ASIC and top view of pressure sensor
for biomedical measurement
of the signal preprocessing is transmitted via a flexible foil carrier based cable to
the telemetry unit placed under human skin. In biomedical practice, it will be
very useful to have a very sensitive measurement for ∆C, so that to detect in time
the slight changes in human body. Differential pressure sensing method may help
to address this concern, but the applications of body test are normally absolute
pressure measurement. By utilizing the proposed idea of mechanical magnification
in this work, it is possible to performance such measurement even in the absolute
pressure environment.
1.5 Contributions
Despite the wide applications of micro pressure sensors, few are sensitive to small
pressure variations in a high pressure environment. As described in previous sec-
tion, there is a need for pressure sensors which can accurately measure P + ∆P ,
where P >> ∆P , in specialized applications, such as HTG, pipeline monitoring
and Biomedical. For example, typical constant pressure load in Hydrostatic tanks
is P = 10MPa, and the pressure variations is ∆P = 70kPa.
The objective of the thesis mainly focus on designing, optimizing and fabricat-
ing a new type of MEMS capacitive pressure sensor that can address the require-
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Figure 1.8. Schematic diagram of a capacitive pressure sensor with two deformable
electrodes
ment. Since the sensitivity is normally low for a pressure sensor that can sustain
high pressure load, the core idea is to magnify the sensitivity as much as possible.
By the means of mechanical magnification structures, the deformation of a certain
diaphragm can be enlarged, thereby leading to bigger changes in the capacitance
of a device that uses this diaphragm as one of the electrodes. Based on the idea
of sensitivity enhancement, a novel capacitive pressure sensor with two deformable
electrodes and a rigid substrate is proposed, as the schematic diagram shown in
Figure. 1.8. In contrast to normal parallel capacitive pressure sensor, the new
sensor have a relatively large capacitance-pressure change after a certain threshold
pressure value.
The contributions of the research presented in this thesis includes:
• Proposing a novel structure for capacitive pressure sensors. With two mov-
able diaphragms and the magnification mechanism in between, the pressure
sensor has an advantage of measuring small variations under a large pressure
ambient.
• Providing a simple graphic design tool for the proposed sensor. By using the
experiment graph, it is possible to find a sensor geometry that satisfy the
requirement.
• Presenting an analytical model based on energy method and nonlinear theory.
The deformation of different diaphragms and their interactions in between
are researched and modelled respectively. The result of the analytical model
shows a quite good agreement with the finite element analysis.
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• Using genetic algorithm to optimize sensor parameters based on the analyti-
cal model. There are two objectives are to fulfilled, including sensitivity and
touch point pressure, so the optimization is a multi-objective process. The
optimization procedure will help to found the global minimum points of the
design space and its results are used for further fabrication steps.
• Using a combination of bulk and surface micromachining processes to fab-
ricate the sensor, and testing the sensor performance in a hydro pressure
system. All fabrication steps as well as the process conditions, recipes and
experiments are discussed. Proof of concept data is presented to demon-
strate the feasibility of using sensitivity enhancement concept to detect small
pressure changes. Further works are discussed to improve the sensor perfor-
mances.
Although discussions have focused on high pressure applications, it should be noted
that the magnification effect in the diaphragm deformation may also applied to
other applications where high sensitivity are required. Examples include biomedi-
cal areas or automotive engine control.
1.6 Organization of the Thesis
The thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 focuses on simulating a novel micro
capacitive pressure sensor with two movable diaphragms, including a thick clamped
edge sensing diaphragm and a thin cantilever middle diaphragm. The deflection
of the sensing diaphragm is passed to the cantilever diaphragm, and the deflection
is enlarged in the cantilever structure. The simulation study begins by analyz-
ing diaphragm deformation behavior, by means of the Finite Element Method,
ABAQUS. With the exported geometry of deformed diaphragms, changes in the
sensor capacitance due to the applied pressure are calculated by the integration
method.
Chapter 3 is devoted to sensor parameter analysis and graphic design. Based
on the simulation results in Chapter 2, the relationship between the structural
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parameters and the performance of the proposed sensor are studied. A graphical
design method is presented to select the proper sensor parameters that will meet
the design requirements.
Chapter 4 concerns with the construction of the sensor analytical model. The
deformation models of clamped sensing diaphragm and cantilever middle diaphragm
are both presented. The analysis results are compared with that of finite element
model, so as to verify the accuracy of the analytical model.
Chapter 5 investigates the feasibility of using genetic algorithm to optimize
sensor structure. Multi Objective Evolution Algorithm (MOEA) is used to solve
the optimal design problem in order to meet two major objectives, including touch
point pressure Pt and sensitivity S in the working range. The effect of genetic
algorithm variables, and the deviations of the genetic evolution are also discussed.
Chapter 6 describes the fabrication steps of the pressure sensor. The process
flow is described by using schematic views of main processing steps. The conditions
and results in each fabrication steps are discussed in details. The sensor perfor-
mance is characterized by using a hydrostatic pressure system, and compared with
simulation results.
Finally in Chapter 7, conclusions are drawn for the research of sensor simula-
tion, design, fabrication and testing. Suggestions and Further studies for improving
the sensor performance and widening the application areas are also presented.
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Simulation of Micro Sensors with
Two Deformable Diaphragms
MEMS products are generally superior to the macro devices for the same purpose.
Since the fabrication cost for MEMS device is high, and usually MEMS prototypes
design and performance verification are complex, fast but accurate simulations are
normally used to provide valuable information for verifying the characteristics of
the micro devices at concept level. Thus, simulating MEMS devices performance
using computer software or other related analytical methods is desirable because
of the ease of use and the insight they provide to the designer.
Typically, micro pressure sensors are formed by micromachined technology in-
cluding film deposition, etching and bonding etc. Micro capacitive pressure sensors,
which is the focus of the work, measure the diaphragm deflection directly, so correct
analysis of the diaphragm deflection and deflection shape is of importance. Several
papers have studied the deflection characteristics of micromachined diaphragms [8]
[37]. Capacitive based devices measure diaphragm deflection directly, so deflection
and deflection shape is of importance to characterize the device performance. In
general, analytical and exact solutions for diaphragm behavior are desirable be-
cause of their ease of use and the insights they provide. Specific geometric effects
can be ascertained from these solutions. However, these solutions are generally
only applicable for small deflection cases. Numerical techniques, such as Finite
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Element Method, Boundary Element Modelling, and Finite Difference Modelling,
can be more accurate in predicting deflection behavior [38].
In this chapter, the schematic structure of a micro capacitive pressure sensor
with two deformable plates is first introduced, regarding the desired ability of mea-
suring a small variation over a constant pressure ambient. Then with the help of
Finite Element Methods, the deflection behavior of micromachined diaphragms are
investigated. The extension of the deformed model to a capacitance computation
is also presented which accounts for electrical performance of the sensor. Another
pressure sensor model of the same amplification concept is also simulated. This
model provide an alternative way to construct the pressure sensor.
2.1 Sensor Structure
Typically, a capacitive pressure sensors consists of two electrodes, a deformable
sensing diaphragm and a rigid substrate. The sensing diaphragm electrode de-
forms due to the applied pressure, resulting in a capacitance change. In order
to withstand the high constant ambient pressure, the sensing diaphragm of pres-
sure sensor should be sufficient thick. The results in small diaphragm deflection,
thereby reduce the sensitivity of the device to small pressure fluctuations.
This leads to small deflections in the diaphragm and the deterioration of the
sensitivity. To improve the response of the sensor to small pressure changes while
withstanding relatively high ambient pressure, a novel design that comprises of two
deformable plates is proposed [39]. The two movable electrodes are a thick sensing
plate and a thin middle plate. In order to amplify the the small deflection changes
in sensing plate, the middle plate is structured as a cantilever. The schematic
structure is shown in Figure. 2.1. When the sensing plate deforms according to the
applied pressure, the boss ring attached to the sensing plate will touch the middle
plate and make it deform as well. The touch point pressure, Pt, is defined as the
pressure point when the boss ring come into contact with the middle plate. Since
the middle plate is a thin cantilever plate with free standing edges, its deflection
due to the contact with the boss ring is magnified and reaches the maximum value
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Figure 2.1. Schematic view of a capacitive sensor with a cantilever middle plate
at the edges. In this way, the small deflections in the sensing plate are enlarged in
the middle plates, and therefore the change in capacitance between the middle plate
and substrate may be enhanced. From Figure. 2.1, some important geometrical
parameters of the proposed sensor are as follows:
• Initial gap height g = 6.0µm;
• Sensing plate thickness hsen = 20µm;
• Middle plate thickness hmid = 1.50µm;
• Side length of both diaphragms a = 500µm;
• Half length of the post b = 50µm;
• Half length of the boss ring d = 75µm.
The proposed capacitive pressure sensor manipulates energy in the mechanical and
electrical domains. Thus, there is a need to perform both mechanical and electrical
analysis properly. In general, the steps that need to be considered in order to model
the sensors performance are as followed:
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1. Simulating deflection behavior of the sensing and cantilever diaphragm under
certain pressure loads and boundary conditions.
2. Interactions and contact analysis between boss ring and the cantilever di-
aphragm
3. Converting diaphragm’s geometrical deformations into capacitance changes
Both the sensing and cantilever middle plate are micro machined thin films
fabricated by bulk or surface micromachining technology. Therefore, understanding
of the typical materials of micro thin films and the diaphragm behavior is necessary
for designing and evaluating the cantilever pressure sensor’s performance. There
are several works studying the deflection properties of micromachined diaphragms
[40] [41]. The finite element analysis software, ABAQUS, is employed to simulate
plate deflections in section 2.2. The simulation of electrical property focus on the
capacitance change due to plate deformation. Several capacitance computation
methods are discussed in section 2.3.
2.2 Analysis of diaphragm deformations
In general, analytical and exact variational solutions for diaphragm behavior are
desirable, and specific geometric effects can be ascertained from these solutions.
Unfortunately, these techniques are only applicable for cases with simple load and
boundary conditions. In the proposed sensors, where complex contact interaction
between two diaphragms occurs, Finite Element Method is a more straight for-
ward approach in predicting complex deflections behaviors of diaphragms. The
diaphragms can be regard as an assemblage of finite, sufficiently small elements,
which are properly connected with each other. The trial functions for those small
elements are defined locally, and they must fulfill the connection or boundary re-
quirement in which they are defined. The trial functions are solved in an iteration
way and the unknown field function can be approximated by a series of trial func-
tions on each element. This computational procedure can be achieved by the use
of a computer software, ABAQUS.
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ABAQUS is a suite of powerful engineering simulation programs, based on
the finite element method, that can solve problems ranging from relatively sim-
ple linear analysis to the most challenging nonlinear simulations [42]. It has an
equally extensive list of material models that can simulate the behavior of most
typical engineering materials including metals, silicon, polysilicon, silicon dioxide
and nitride. Designed as a general purpose simulation tool, ABAQUS can be used
to study more than just structural (stress/displacement) problems. It can also
simulate problems in such diverse areas as heater transfer, thermal analysis of
mechanical components, piezoelectric analysis and acoustics.
2.2.1 Typical materials used in micro thin films
Typically, micro pressure sensors are produced by utilizing silicon based fabrication
technologies, such as etching, deposition, etc. There are two ways to form the
diaphragms of a sensor. One way is bulk micromachining, where the bulk of the
substrate, usually single crystal silicon is etched, cut, or otherwise modified to
make the diaphragm. Another approach is surface micromachining, where the
desired diaphragm is built by depositing and patterning polysilicon films as well as
removing sacrificial materials. Therefore in the diaphragm simulation, it is helpful
to understand the properties of the typical materials: silicon and polysilicon.
Single Crystal Silicon
Single crystal silicon has a conventional unit cube structure with 8 atoms per cell
[43]. The mechanical property of silicon is stiffer than stainless steel, and does not
yield before fracturing. This means single crystal silicon is brittle, but exhibits
low hysteresis. Moreover, its linear limit extends nearly to the fracture point, an
asset for many micro mechanical devices. Basically, four properties are need to
be considered in designing micro structures from thin films. These are Young’s
modulus, Poission’s ratio, Temperature Effect and Fracture point.
From Hooke’s law for linearly elastic material, the strains in one direction are
functions of stress in that direction as well as stresses in other directions. Young’s
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modulus E is defined as the proportionality constant between a uniaxial stress in a
particular direction and the strain which results in the same direction, with all other
stress zero. Materials compressed by stress in one direction undergo expansion in
orthogonal directions. Poisson’s ratio is defined as the negative ratio of the strain
in one orthogonal direction to the strain in the stress direction.




Table 2.1. Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio in different orientations
Both Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio vary with directions for single crystal
silicon, as well as for other crystalline materials. The values are given in Table 2.1.
The temperature effect of the stiffness coefficients for single crystal silicon has been
measured by McSkimin, et.al.[44]. The effect of increasing temperature on Young’s
modulus is to reduce it, or soften the material.
Polysilicon
Polysilicon is also an excellent choice for fabrication of MEMS devices. High quality
films of polysilicon can be deposited using Low Pressure Chemical Vapor Deposi-
tion (LPCVD) techniques. Polysilicon consists of grains of single crystal material
with grain boundaries. Grains size as well as surface texture is determined by tem-
perature, pressure and deposition rates. The grains have particular orientations,
and there may be a major orientation for a particular Polysilicon film.
Polysilicon films have mechanical characteristics highly dependent on deposition
conditions and annealing [45][46]. Different researchers have reported a Young’s
modulus ranging between 140 to 210 GPa, with these values having a dependence
on crystal structure and orientation. Polysilicon films exhibit preferential grain
orientations that vary with temperature. Since an ideal film does not exhibit ori-
entation dependence for its mechanical properties, depositing polysilicon films at
24
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590oC, which is the transition point between polysilicon and amorphous silicon,
is an effective method of producing an isotropic film of polysilicon. At this tem-
perature, the amorphous silicon will recrystalize during annealing, which produces
films with a nearly uniform Young’s modulus of 165 GPa and a poisson’s raito of
0.22.
For polysilicon material, the fracture strength is decided by two factors, the
grain size, dg, and the fracture surface energy, γs. Griffiths equation shows that






Since the size of a dislocation is usually governed by the grain size, larger grains
will be stronger due to the increased energy needed to propagate a crack across the
material. In several studies, the average fracture strength of polysilicon has been
found to be between 1.08 to 1.25 GPa [48], which is clearly less than that of single
crystal silicon.
Diaphragm simulation requires the ability to predict the strength of load-
carrying components with stress concentrations. Polysilicon is brittle materials
but it exhibit higher fracture strengths when smaller volumes or areas are involved.
The fracture strengths of polysilicon varied from 2600MPa [49] to 3445MPa [50],
due to different fabrication conditions.
2.2.2 Deflection of the sensing diaphragm
As shown in Figure. 2.1, the edges of the sensing diaphragm are clamped and the
pressure is uniformly exerted upon the sensing diaphragm. In ABAQUS, the model
of sensing diaphragm is constructed and it consists of two parts: a square plate and
a square boss ring. The ABAQUS result was obtained by meshing the diaphragm
uniformly using quadrilateral shell elements S8R5, with 8 nodes for each element.
Constructing and simulating the diaphragm model deformation in ABAQUS take
the following steps:
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Figure 2.2. The undeformed sensing diaphragm, meshed by ABAQUS
1. Constructing model geometry. An square solid part is constructed to rep-
resent the sensing diaphragm. It has a side length of a = 500µm and a
thickness of hsen = 20µm. From the solid part, an extruded structure that
represent the boss ring is sketched, and its half length is d = 75µm. The sym-
bols of these parameters have already been defined in section 2.1. Figure. 2.2
shows the undeformed shape of the plate model after mesh creation. The
protruding section near the center plate indicates the boss ring underneath.
2. Creating a material property section. An isotropic material section named
silicon is defined. As shown in Table. 2.1, Young’s modulus is 130GPa, and
Poisson’s ratio is 0.28. The residual stress in the diaphragm is assumed to
be zero. The material section is assigned into the whole diaphragm.
3. Defining analysis steps. The deformation of diaphragm is a non dynamic
process at a equilibrium point, so a general static analysis is used. General
static analysis can contain different analysis procedures, including plate de-
formation in the elastic region, the nonlinear region when pressure further
increases, and the case of applying temperature field.
4. Applying a boundary condition and pressure load. All four edges are selected
as boundary regions and ”Encastre” is toggled on because it is assumed that
26
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the edges of the diaphragm are clamped. The encastre boundary condition
constrains all active structural degrees of freedom in the specified region.
After the region is meshed and the analysis is performed, the constraint will
be applied to all the nodes that occupy the region. The magnitude of the
pressure load is 10MPa and the distribution of the pressure is uniform upon
one of the diaphragm surfaces.
5. Meshing the model and submit analysis job. Element size is an important
factor to the correct analysis results. In Figure. 2.2, the mesh size is 30µm.
The deformed shape of the diaphragm under a uniformly applied pressure load
of 10MPa is shown in Figure. 2.3. It can be seen that the displacement contour
curves tends to be circles while the diaphragm displacements increase gradually
from the edges to the center. Figure. 2.3 also shows that the displacement at
the diaphragm edges are much smaller, and the largest displacement (6.608µm) is
located at the center.
Figure 2.3. The deformation contour of the sensing diaphragm under a uniform
pressure load 10MPa. a = 500µm, hsen = 20µm, d = 75µm
The proposed pressure sensors need to be designated to withstand high pressure
loads, which exert large stresses in the diaphragms. When the stress at any point
on the diaphragm exceeds the material rupture stress, it can damage the diaphragm
27
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Figure 2.4. Stress distribution in the deformed sensing diaphragm



















Center of the sensing plate
Boss ring
Figure 2.5. Deflection-Pressure curve of boss ring on the sensing diaphragm
and the device will fail. Therefore, accurate stress analysis of the plate deformation
is very important to ensure safe design. Figure. 2.4 shows the distribution of Von-
Mises stress in the deformed sensing diaphragm. Von-Mises stress is a generalized
quantity that is proportional to the strain energy density caused by the change of
diaphragm shape at a integrating point. As shown in Figure. 2.4, the maximum
28
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stress is at the center of four edges and the surrounding area surrounding the boss
ring, which indicates that these area are most liable to rupture when the applied
pressure increase over elastic region of the diaphragm material. The sensors are
designed to be in the range where the maximum sensing stress is less than rupture
pressure by a safety factor 60% so that the typical fracture strain is 1× 10−2 [51]
[52]. From Figure. 2.4, the largest Von-Mises stress in the deformed diaphragm is
1402MPa, about 53.9% of the tensile strength of polysilicon (2600MPa) indicated
in section 2.2.1.
In Figure. 2.5, the dashed line represents the displacement of the boss ring
that is attached to the sensing diaphragm. This displacement is determined by
the deflection of the sensing diaphragm at the boss ring region. Since the boss
ring is located near the center diaphragm, its displacement is close to the center
deflection, represented by the solid line in Figure. 2.5. It can be seen that the
deflection of the sensing diaphragm changes proportionally with pressure when the
pressure is less than about 6.0MPa. Beyond that point, the change of diaphragm
deflection tends to be slower and the phenomena of nonlinearity can be observed
in the deflection-pressure curve, where the change of maximum displacement is
not so fast as the pressure load. The nonlinearity effect in the high pressure range
degrades the sensor performance since it always desirable to maintain a simple
linear relationship for engineering applications.
2.2.3 Deflection of the middle diaphragm
The concept of mechanical amplification is to achieve greater displacement in the
cantilever middle plate despite of the small deflection in the sensing diaphragm.
The middle diaphragm starts to deflect when the boss ring move down and touch
it. In the case when two parts come into contact, there are complex load and
boundary conditions, resulting from transferring of forces and moments from the
boss ring to the middle diaphragm. In this section, to model the deformation of the
middle diaphragm correctly, the contact problem is analyzed by using ABAQUS.
ABAQUS provides an effective way with good modelling accuracy for contact prob-
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lems when there are gradual spatial variations in elastic and inertial properties in
the diaphragm.
In the proposed sensor, the most complicated stage of the entire simulation
process is when the various surfaces are brought together. The surfaces cannot
start in a touching configuration as there are too many redundancies in the contact
stresses along the surfaces, and if they are brought together too imprecisely the
gaps can chatter between open and closed in successive iterations. Modelling the
model characteristics around touch point pressure involves the analysis of multiple
rigid surfaces. The rigid surfaces must be smooth, which is easily achieved by using
the SMOOTH parameter on the *RIGID SURFACES option in ABAQUS, and the
rigid surfaces must also extend beyond the mesh to ensure that nodes do not slide
off the end of the surface. The contact analysis in ABAQUS is performed using
following steps:
• Before pressure is increased, it is assumed that no contact has yet been
established. Without additional constraints on surfaces there is zero stiffness
in the vertical direction and a numerical singularity will result. To overcome
the problem, at the clamped edges of sensing diaphragm, a set of reference
points are chosen, and the positions of these reference points are always fixed
when the two parts come into contact.
• The contact surface on the middle diaphragm is defined as “Slave” surface,
and the contact surface on the sensing diaphragm is defined as ”Master”
surface. Contact condition is defined so that all the points in “Slave” sur-
face will not extrude the “Master” surface. Regarding to reference points,
ABAQUS attempts to create the contact equation between two surfaces, and
constraints to nodes on the contact elements are applied accordingly.
• The contact equation is is solved iteratively in order to ensure a firm contact
condition with no possibility of singularities or chattering.
The deformed shape of the middle diaphragm after contact occurs is shown
in Figure. 2.6. It shows that at the diaphragm corners, the displacement reach
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Figure 2.6. The deformation contour of the middle diaphragm at the pressure point
10.8MPa. a = 500µm, hmid = 1.50µm, b = 20.0µm, g = 6.0µm
Figure 2.7. Stress distribution in the cantilever middle diaphragm
maximum values of 1.775µm. Figure. 2.7 shows the Von-Mises stress distribution
in the deformed diaphragm. Regions where stress are as high as 10.23MPa are
located near the post, and in the contact region between the boss ring and the
31
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middle diaphragm. However, these stresses are small compared to that of the
sensing diaphragm (1402MPa). Therefore, it is sufficient to only consider the
stress in the sensing diaphragm for fracture analysis.





























Figure 2.8. Largest deflection in top sensing and middle plates at the pressure
point 10.8MPa.
The largest deflection of the sensing and middle diaphragms are shown in Fig-
ure. 2.8. The deflection-pressure curve of the cantilever middle diaphragm remains
at zero for the pressure less than 9.8MPa. The middle diaphragm’s deflection
increase abruptly after that pressure point. In the small region after 9.8MPa,
the deflection-pressure curves of both diaphragms is regarded as a straight line in
order to estimate the device sensitivity. From Figure. 2.8, the slope of the middle
diaphragm curve is ∆wmid/∆Pmid = 1.0991µm/MPa, and the slope of the sensing
diaphragm curve is ∆wsen/∆Psen = 0.5172µm/MPa. Therefore, it can be con-
cluded that deflection of the middle plate is a magnified form of the movement in
the sensing diaphragm.
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2.3 Capacitance calculation using integration method
The proposed sensor utilizes capacitive sensing mechanism to realize pressure mea-
surement. Thus, it is of much importance to calculate the device capacitance in
as accurate a manner as possible. In the proposed sensor, the capacitor consists of
two electrodes, one on the deformable middle diaphragm, and another on the rigid
substrate. The geometric data of the deformed middle diaphragm under various
pressure loads is simulated and exported from ABAQUS. Given other descriptions
of the capacitor, like relative permittivity of dielectric material, thickness of the
insulated layer and initial gap distance between electrodes, it is possible to com-
pute the capacitance for each pressure points. In this way, capacitance pressure
relationship can be obtained, enabling the electrical performance of the sensor to
be analyzed.
From Figure. 2.1, the undeformed shape of the device is two parallel plates so
the nominal capacitances (zero pressure capacitance) can be computed simply by






where a is the side length of two electrodes, ε0 is the permittivity in vacuum, εa is
dielectric constant of air and η is the initial gap distance between two electrodes.
In the operation of the sensor, the area of electrodes is always unchanged. The
change of capacitance is mainly due to the relative movement between two elec-
trodes. This mechanism is inherently nonlinear since the capacitance is inversely
proportional to gap distance. Moreover, due to the non-uniform displacement of
the middle diaphragm, it is necessary to consider the gap change over the entire
plate area. One approach that may be used to estimate the capacitance of the
device, is the integration method.
Integration method employs the diaphragm geometry to calculate the capaci-
tance of the micro pressure sensors. The diaphragm geometry is first divided into
base elements that can be regarded as very small parallel plate capacitors. There-
fore, parallel plate models can be applied to compute the capacitance contribution
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Figure 2.9. Structure of a typical capacitive pressure sensor with an insulating
layer
of each base elements.
Figure. 2.9 shows the three dimensional structure of a typical parallel-plate ca-
pacitive sensor. It consists of a movable plate, an insulating layer and the substrate.
The movable plate is a square silicon diaphragm with side length a. It deforms
when a pressure load is applied to the structure. The insulating layer is included
to avoid short circuit problems and ensure long term stability of the device. The
thickness of insulating layer is hin.
After the geometry file of deformed plate is exported from ABAQUS, capaci-
tance of the sensor shown in Figure. 2.9 can be calculated analytically. The whole
capacitor can be regarded as many small square capacitors connected in parallel.
If a small capacitor is considered, its vertical z displacement (dz = w(dx, dy)) can
be regarded as uniform. Hence, the capacitance of this small region is:
dCair =
ε0εadxdy
ga − dz (2.3)
where ε0 is the permittivity in vacuum, and εa is dielectric constant of air. The





where εd is dielectric constant of insulating layer. Since the multi-layer capacitor
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can be regarded as two capacitors connected in series, the capacitance between top















εahin + εd(ga − dz) dxdy (2.5)




εahin + εd(ga − dz) dxdy =
∫ ∫
ε0εaεd
εahin + εd(ga − w(dx, dy)) dxdy
(2.6)
w(dx, dy)— the deflection of diaphragm at node(dx,dy).
The integration method is an approximate approach that predict the capaci-
tance based on a 3-D geometric data. This may be the reason that the GUI method
gives a larger capacitance result than the integration method does when deformed
structure is considered.
Besides the integration method, there are some other capacitance calculation
methods, such as GUI simulation methods, etc..
2.4 Mechanical and electrical characteristics of
the Sensor
With the help of Finite Element Software ABAQUS and the capacitance computa-
tion method, both mechanical and electrical characteristics of cantilever pressure
sensors can be obtained. In this section, several sensor models have been analyzed
using above methods.
2.4.1 Capacitance-Pressure characteristics
From the deflection data shown in Figure. 2.8, the capacitance is calculated. The
Capacitance-Pressure characteristic of the capacitive pressure sensor is shown in
Figure. 2.10. When the applied pressure is less than touch point pressure of
9.8MPa, the middle diaphragm does not deflect so that capacitance between the
middle electrode and substrate remains unchanged. The Capacitance-Pressure
35
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Curve beyond 9.8MPa can be represented by the following polynomial:
C = S0 + S1 ∗ P + S2 ∗ P 2 + ... (2.7)
Where C is the capacitance of the device, P is the applied pressure load, and
S0, S1, and S2 are polynomial coefficients. The Capacitance-Pressure curve from
10.0 to 11.0MPa can be regarded as a straight line approximately, which indicates
that capacitance change proportionally to applied pressure. Thus this region can
be deemed as linear region and used as the working range of the sensor. In this
region, all the high order polynomial terms may be ignored, i.e. SN = 0, N > 2.
The sensitivity of the pressure sensor can be regarded as coefficient S1, and the
slope of the best straight line that is fitted to the C-P data in the least square sense.
Figure. 2.10 shows the capacitance change curve when the sensing diaphragm and
the substrate are used as the two electrodes of a parallel plate capacitor. Due to the
small deflection in the sensing diaphragm, and the large gap distance between these
two electrodes, the slope of C-P curve is very small. Hence the sensitivity is only
0.0243 fF/kPa for pressures ranging from 9.8 to 11.2MPa. From Figure. 2.10, a
sensitivity of 0.5725 fF/kPa at the range from 10.0 to 10.8MPa can achieved in the
cantilever middle diaphragm curve. About 2070% improvement in the sensitivity
can be observed when the cantilever middle diaphragm is used to magnify the
deformation.
2.4.2 Impact of fringe capacitance on C-P characteristics
Typically, the capacitance of the pressure sensor is estimated as a sum of two
components, the parallel plate capacitance due to overlap area, and the capacitance
formed by the fringing electric fields outside the overlap area. In section 2.3,
when calculating the capacitance between parallel plate electrodes, the integration
method only consider the overlap capacitance between plate electrodes. The fringe
capacitance also need to be considered so as to understand the characteristics of
the sensor device in a more comprehensive way.
The capacitance due to the fringing field at the ends of the electrodes can be
computed based on the model given in [53]. For a parallel plate capacitor, the
36
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Figure 2.10. Capacitance-Pressure characteristics of the proposed sensor. a =
500µm, hsen = 20µm, hmid = 1.50µm, g = 6.0µm, d = 75µm, p = 50µm
Figure 2.11. A model of parallel plate capacitor constructed in MEDICI.
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Figure 2.12. Fringe capacitance variations with electrode size from 460 to 540µm








where η is the distance between the electrodes, εa is the permittivity of space
material (air) and a is the length and width of the electrode. While Equation (2.8)
provide a convenient means to estimate fringe capacitance, it is only valid if η ¿ a.
In the case where η is much larger, or environment surrounding the electrode
edges is complex, this approximate equation may not be applicable. Fortunately,
several simulation models have been proposed to compute fringe capacitances in
MOSFETs [54] and in Nanoscale DGMOS Devices [55]. Besides these specified
fringe capacitance model, a powerful device simulation program, MEDICI can be
used to simulate the fringe effect of capacitors [56]. Figure. 2.11 shows a parallel
capacitor model after meshing in MEDICI. The gap distance between electrodes is
2.0µm and the size of electrodes is varied from 460 to 540µm.
In Figure. 2.12, the fringe capacitances simulated by MEDICI are compared to
the results calculated by Equation. (2.8). There are a difference of 0.5 × 10−18F ,
or 4.76% percentage error between the results of MEDICI and Equation (2.8).
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Moreover, it can also be seen that the fringe capacitance (1.05× 10−17F ) is much
smaller than the capacitance (0.6× 10−12F ) formed by overlap electrodes. In the
proposed sensor, the magnitude of fringe effect only accounts for 0.0018 % in the
total capacitance. Thus, it may possible to ignore it and only consider the parallel
plate capacitance.
2.4.3 Temperature dependance
The sensing diaphragm of the pressure sensors are always exposed to ambient
conditions with various temperatures. The thermal differences between the sensing
diaphragm and the middle diaphragm may affect the sensor performance. The
pressure sensor output usually drift slightly due to temperature change. Since the
proposed sensors need to performance high sensitive measurement in a small range,
even a small deviation may not be acceptable. Thus, it will make sense to estimate
the extent of the temperature effects.
The thermal analysis of the device can be performed in ABAQUS, by applying
different temperature fields in both diaphragms. The temperature fields are defined
as thermal loads that distribute uniformly across the diaphragms. The magnitude
of temperature field in the middle diaphragm is set to Tmid = 20
◦C, and it kept
unchanged in the analysis. The magnitude of sensing diaphragm temperature Tsen
is ramped from 20 to 100◦C. Figure. 2.13 shows the distribution of the temperature
loads when Tsen = 40
◦C.
The effect of temperature on the sensor performance is shown in Figure. 2.14.
It can been seen that Capacitance-Pressure curve has a small shift upwards when
temperature increase. High temperature has an effect than soften the diaphragm
rigidness, therefore the sensing diaphragm are more liable to deform. This effect
leads to a earlier touch point pressure and higher capacitance values. For the
proposed sensor that utilizes capacitive sensing, the small temperature dependance
is very attractive. Furthermore, Figure. 2.14 also shows that the sensitivity (slope)
characteristics is independent of the temperature.
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Figure 2.13. Temperature distribution in the sensor structure, Tsen = 40
◦C, Tmid =
20◦C
































Figure 2.14. Capacitance-Pressure characteristics
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2.4.4 Sensitivity comparison
The proposed pressure sensor is designed to detect small pressure fluctuation in
a high pressure ambient. Hence, it would be ideal if a sensitivity is comparable
to a normal parallel capacitive pressure sensors, when the touch point pressure is
reached. Typically, a capacitive pressure sensors consists of two parallel electrodes,
a rigid substrate and a deformable electrode with clamped edges. The parallel plate
sensor always works in a manner that the two electrodes do not touch each other.
To withstand the pressure load around 10MPa, a sensing diaphragm as thick as
20µm is required. Such a sensor would have a sensitivity of 0.0391 fF/kPa which
is not desirable.
For the parallel plate capacitive pressure sensor working under the normal pres-
sure conditions, such as 0 ∼ 50kPa, the thickness of the sensing diaphragm can
be less than 5µm [21]. Table. 2.3 compares the sensitivity of the proposed sensor
with two parallel plate capacitors. The analysis shows that the introduction of a
cantilever middle diaphragm resulted in a 1364% improvement in sensitivity, when
compared with a parallel plate capacitive pressure sensor whose sensing diaphragm
is 20.0µm thick. The sensitivity of the proposed sensor is also comparable with
the sensor with a 5µm diaphragm thickness.
Type Sensing diaphragm thickness (µm) Sensitivity (fF/kPa)
Parallel plates sensor 20.0µm 0.0391
Parallel Plates sensor 5.0µm 0.242
Proposed sensor 20.0µm 0.5725
Table 2.2. Sensitivity comparison between different sensors, electrode length a =
500µm, electrode gap η = 2.0µm
2.5 Cantilever Middle Plate Sensors: Model 2
The deformation of a sensing diaphragm is magnified after it touches a cantilever
middle diaphragm. The enlarged deformation in the middle diaphragm can provide
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a great improvement in sensitivity. The sensor as shown in Figure. 2.1 can be
constructed by using surface micromachining technology. However, if both the
sensing and middle films are formed on the front side of a wafer, two sacrificial
layers need to be removed during the micromachining process. As a result, it would
be harder to control the property and dimension of the thin films. Therefore, an
alternative approach that share the same magnification idea is proposed. This new
structure utilizes both bulk and surface micromachining technologies, and needs
only one sacrificial layer. The thickness and dimension of the sensing diaphragm
can be controlled by back side etching.
The alternative model also has the similar structure as the first model, including
two movable diaphragm and a solid substrate, as shown in Figure. 2.15. The
cantilever middle plate and the rigid substrate form the two electrodes of the
capacitor. When the sensing plate deforms due to the applied pressure, the middle
plate first move close to the substrate which leads to an increase in the capacitance.
However, at the touch point, where the middle plate starts to contact the rigid boss
ring, the boss ring exerts a force that cause the thin middle plate to deflect in the
opposite way. Within this pressure range, the capacitance decrease as the deflection
in the middle diaphragm reduces the gap between the electrodes.
In the subsequent part, a sensor model with following structural dimension is
studied:
• Initial gap height g = 6.0µm;
• Sensing plate thickness hsen = 20µm;
• Middle plate thickness hmid = 1.50µm;
• Side length of both diaphragms a = 500µm;
• Half length of the post b = 50µm;
• Half length of the boss ring d = 75µm.
The Capacitance-Pressure characteristics of the model is shown in Figure 2.16.
The deformation of sensing and middle diaphragm is simulated in ABAQUS by
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Figure 2.15. The three plates capacitive pressure sensor
constructing a new structure model. The material of sensing diaphragm is single
crystal silicon, which has a Young’s Modulus of 130GPa, and a poisson’s ratio of
0.2783. It is assumed that the middle diaphragm is formed by thin film technology
so the material is polysilicon, which has a Young’s Modulus of 165 GPa, and a
poisson’s ratio of 0.22.
Integration method is employed to calculate the capacitance from the geom-
etry data of the deformed structure model. Although the Capacitance-Pressure
characteristics is different to that in Figure 2.10, the mechanism of displacement
magnification in the cantilever middle plate are similar. There are two regions in
the C-P curve, namely the region before touch occurs and the region after touch
point, as shown in Figure 2.16. The capacitance sensitivities between the middle
diaphragm and substrate for two models are compared in Table. 2.3. The sensi-
tivity of model 2 is 0.5037fF/kPa when applied pressure exceeds the touch point
pressure, which is comparable to 0.5725fF/kPa, the sensitivity of model 1 when
the cantilever middle plate is forced to deflect.
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Figure 2.16. Capacitance-Pressure Characteristics of Model 2, η = 1.0µm, d =
75µm, b = 20µm
Model Type Sensitivity (fF/kPa)
1 Before touch point 0.000
After touch point 0.5725
2 Before touch point 0.0123
After touch point 0.5037
Table 2.3. Capacitance sensitivity between the middle diaphragm and the sub-
strate, electrode length a = 500µm, electrode gap η = 1.0µm
It may be concluded that model 2 has similar characteristics as model 1, except
for the different slope directions of C-P curves after the touch point pressure.
Model 2 only deal with one sacrificial layer, so that the property of the middle
diaphragm will be more easy to control. Moreover, it is very hard to form a thick
sensing diaphragm by using deposition method, as discussed in Model 1. With
the combination of bulk micromachining process, the thick diaphragm of Model 2
can be obtained by silicon etching process, in which the good film property can be
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achieved. Therefore, Model 2 is selected for further analysis and fabrication.
2.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, novel capacitive pressure sensors with two movable diaphragms
are proposed. The main application of the sensors is to detect small variations
upon a large constant pressure ambient. FEM software ABAQUS is employed to
analyze the diaphragm deflection and sensor capacitance are calculated based on
the geometric data of deformed diaphragms. The simulation results shows that
the proposed sensor with cantilever middle plate has a promising Capacitance-
Pressure characteristics after the touch point. Besides the ability to sustain large
pressure, it has a sensitivity comparable to normal parallel plate capacitive pressure
sensors working in low pressure environment. Another structure model of the same
amplification idea is also proposed, the capacitance changes inverse proportionally
to the pressure in the touch period.
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Geometric Analysis and Design
The novel capacitive pressure device with two deformable diaphragms has been
proposed in Chapter 2. Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed device
successfully provided better sensitivity to small pressure fluctuations than conven-
tional parallel plate pressure sensors.
For conventional silicon-based sensors, the design and simulation of such devices
have been presented by several papers [42][38]. However, compared to conventional
parallel plate capacitive pressure sensors, the proposed sensor has more structural
parameters, including diaphragm sizes and thickness, boss ring size, post size, and
gap height, etc. Varying each geometric parameter may affect the sensor perfor-
mance. The task of selecting the various structural parameters is, therefore, more
complex. Several criteria needs to be considered during the process of designing the
sensor structure. Firstly, the materials of the diaphragms and mechanical stability
are considered to allow sufficient fracture tolerance. Touch point pressure, where
the capacitance-pressure curve transforms, are also used to select design sets. The
pressure sensitivity, or the amount of signal output, can be optimized to achieve
maximum value.
This chapter aims at using ABAQUS as a platform to understand the relation-
ship between the structural parameters and the performance of the proposed sensor
so as to provide comprehensive information to aid the design process. First, a brief
introduction of device fabrication is presented and the design constraints imposed
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by fabrication technology and mechanical properties of the structural material are
described. Simulation results from ABAQUS are used to give the relationship be-
tween the structural parameters and the sensor characteristics. Then, a design
method based on graphical analysis is described to find the proper sensor param-
eters.
3.1 Design constraints imposed by fabrication tech-
nology
The proposed capacitive pressure sensor with two deformable diaphragms utilize
MEMS fabrication techniques such as bulk micromaching and surface micromach-
ing. As shown in Figure. 2.15, the two deformable diaphragms in conjunction
with the rigid substrate form the transducing element of the micro pressure sen-
sor. Combination of surface and bulk micromachining may be used to allow the
fabrication and bonding of the free-standing middle diaphragm with the substrate.
After the bonding, a backside etching is used to pattern the sensing diaphragm.
The analysis in this chapter will be performed based on this fabrication process.
The design of the pressure sensor is intimately connected with the processing and
materials. Thus the constraints due to processing are to be taken into considera-
tion.
3.1.1 Materials
The structure materials commonly used in MEMS fabrication process are polysi-
licion and silicon crystal. The cantilever element in Figure. 2.15 can be fabricated
on a SOI (Silicon-On-Insulator) wafer from a deposited thin film of polysilicon
after release etching away a silicon oxide layer underneath. The unique feature
of SOI wafers is that they have a buried silicon oxide layer extending across the
entire silicon wafer, just below a device layer and above a handle layer [57][58][59].
The silicon handle layer underneath can be stop etched to the buried oxide. Due
to this feature, SOI wafers are selected, instead of normal silicon wafers, in order
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to accurately control the diaphragm thickness. The device is then completed by
bonding a patterned pyrex wafer with the SOI wafer.
Therefore, the silicon device layer of SOI wafers is used to form the sensing
diaphragm on which the high pressure is applied. Mechanical properties of single
crystal silicon are discussed in section 2.2.1. The proposed micro capacitive pres-
sure sensors are designed to work in a high pressure environment, which resulting
in high stresses in the deformed sensing diaphragm. In this aspect, silicon is a
desirable material for sensing diaphragms since it has a large elastic range, high
yield points in compression and tension, and high fracture limits.
The role of cantilever middle plate is to magnify the deformation of the sensing
plate. Surface micromachining technology are utilized to construct the cantilever
structure. Typically, the plates with free standing edges requires materials with
stable, uniform and low stresses mechanical properties. Therefore, polysilicon is
a particularly good candidate for the structure material of the cantilever middle
plate. Mechanical properties of polysilicon are discussed in section 2.2.1.
When polysilicon is used as the structural layer, surface micromachining tech-
nology normally employs silicon dioxide (SiO2) as the sacrificial material, which
will be removed during release etching process to realize some space parts. Polysil-
icon, as well as silicon dioxide, form a nearly ideal pair for fabrication of the free-
standing plate. The cavity etchant, concentrated hydrofluoric acid (HF) has nearly
infinite etch selectivity, readily removing the sacrificial space material, silicon diox-
ide, even in very small geometries (10µm). For a processing standpoint, polysilicon
is patternable and compatible with bipolar and MOS fabrication techniques and
has a well-matched thermal expansion coefficient with silicon substrates.
3.1.2 Diaphragm Dimensions
Diaphragm dimensions need to be chosen to provide the maximum pressure sen-
sitivity while staying within process and material constraints. Selecting plate di-
mensions properly are central to the design of the micro pressure sensor. In the
case of a square sensing plate, the dimensions that need to be selected are the
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side length and the thickness. In MEMS fabrication, the thickness of each layer is
often dictated by wafer thickness and fabrication processes. Hence, unlike the side
length, the thickness of the deformable diaphragms cannot be arbitrary selected.
Since the proposed device is fabricated on an SOI wafer, the thickness of the sens-
ing diaphragm depends on the available thickness of standard SOI wafers [60][59].
Standard specifications of SOI wafers are shown in Table 3.1.
Specifications Data
Wafer diameter 4, 5, 6 and 8 inches
Si device Layer thickness 3, 4, 5 ...to 20 µm
Buried oxide Layer thickness 0.0500 to 10 µm± 5%
Si Handle Layer thickness 300 to 725 µm± 15µm
Device layer orientation < 100 >,< 111 >
Table 3.1. Specifications of standard SOI wafers used in IC industry
Since the thickness of the cantilever middle diaphragm is determined by the
deposition of a thin polysilicon film, the diaphragm thickness is also generally lim-
ited. Although it would be possible to create several thicknesses of diaphragms
by repeated deposition and patterning steps, this comes at the expense of more
fabrication complexity and overall cost. Moreover, depositing several layers to in-
crease diaphragm thickness may also lead to inferior diaphragm properties includ-
ing larger internal stress, surface defects and diaphragm warpage. Thus, according
to the rule of standard fabrication process [61], the thickness of the cantilever mid-
dle diaphragm thickness is fixed in this study as hmid = 1.5µm. The size of the
middle diaphragm can also be changed, and larger diaphragms normally leads to
larger nominal capacitance.
3.1.3 Gap Heights
Anodic bonding process is used to bind a pyrex substrate with a SOI wafer which
contains a cantilever middle diaphragm. There is an initial gap height (g), or a
vertical distance, between the boss ring on the pyrex substrate and the middle
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diaphragm. The fabrication of capacitive sensing device by using anodic bonding
technology may limit the attainable gap height to no less than 2.0µm [62]. The
internal chamber of the proposed sensor shown in Figure. 2.15 is formed by etching
pyrex wafer, which normally a 15µm etching depth can be achieved [63]. Therefore,
the maximum gap is around 10µm, when the heights of boss ring and cantilever
structure are considered. Within these limitations, the proper selection of the gap
results in a sensor device with the desired pressure touch point and working range.
This gap height also places a limit on the maximum deflection of the deformable
sensing diaphragm.
As the cantilever member on the SOI wafer is formed by surface micromachining
process, the initial gap height between the middle plate and SOI wafer substrate
is defined by the thickness of the removed sacrificial silicon oxide layer. Smaller
gap height results in higher capacitance but smaller working range. Step coverage
considerations may also limit the gap height, since materials can pile up around
protruding structures, such as the post, making too small gap height unacceptable.
Typically, use of thermally grown oxide limits the gap height to a maximum of
around 1.5µm. Oxide layer formed by plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition
(PECVD) process can achieve gap height as high as 2.5µm [61]. The limitation of
both gap heights are summarized in Table 3.2.
Gap height Min Max
between boss ring and the middle diaphragm, g 2.0µm [62] 10µm
between the middle diaphragm and substrate, η 0.05µm [60] 1.5µm (Thermal)
2.5µm (PECVD) [61]
Table 3.2. Limits on gap heights by processing technologies
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3.2 Effect of Geometrical Parameters on Sensi-
tivity
In this section, the manner in which the diaphragm dimensions, the gap heights
and other geometric parameters will affect performance of the pressure sensor is
studied.
As shown in Figure. 2.15, the important geometrical parameters are:
• g - Initial gap height between the boss ring and the middle plate;
• η - Gap height between the middle plate and the substrate;
• hsen - Sensing plate thickness;
• hmid - Middle plate thickness;
• a - Side length of both diaphragms;
• b - Half length of the post;
• d - Half length of the boss ring.
g, η, hsen and hmid are constrained by the fabrication processes, as discussed
in preceding section. Those parameters are set to fixed values that is used in the
subsequent analysis, as shown in Table. 3.4. The parameters that can be varied,
includes the diaphragm size a, the half length of boss ring d and the post half
length b.





Table 3.3. Fixed parameters in geometric analysis
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Diaphragm size a = 500 µm
Diaphragm size a = 550 µm
Diaphragm size a = 600 µm
Diaphragm size a = 650 µm
Diaphragm size a = 700 µm
Touch point
Figure 3.1. Capacitance-Pressure characteristics for different diaphragm sizes, η =
2.0µm, d = 75µm, b = 20µm
3.2.1 Diaphragm Size
In the sensor geometric analysis, the sensing diaphragm and the cantilever middle
diaphragm are assumed to have the same size, where the side length is denoted
as a. Several models with different diaphragm sizes are simulated in ABAQUS,
where a is changed from 500µm to 700µm, in steps of 50µm. The diaphragm
thicknesses and the gap height g are as shown in Table 3.4. The half length of the
boss ring is set to d = 75µm and the half length of the post is b = 20µm. The
capacitance-pressure characteristics of these models are shown in Figure 3.1.
From Figure 3.1, it can be seen that increasing diaphragm size allow the boss
ring to contact diaphragms earlier. The touch point in the capacitance-pressure
curves, is shifted from 10.0MPa to 9.6MPa, as diaphragm size a increases from
500µm to 700µm. In the period after touch point pressure, the decrease in capac-
itance can be regarded as proportional to the pressure change. The range is taken
to be the working range of the sensor. Within this range, a straight line is fitted to
the capacitance-pressure data points in a least-square sense, and the slope of the
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Half length of post, b=20 µm
Half length of boss ring, d=75 µm
Figure 3.2. Change of sensitivity upon different diaphragm sizes
line is defined as the device sensitivity, as described in section 2.4.1.
Figure 3.1 also shows that the models with large diaphragm size not only results
in larger nominal capacitance but also higher sensitivity after the touch point. The
detail relationship of device sensitivity vs. diaphragm size is shown in Figure 3.2.
Simulation results of some more diaphragm sizes, including 525µm,575µm, 625µm
and 675µm, are used to provide a smooth and accurate curve. The sensitivity
increases almost proportionally to diaphragm size, but there is a change in slope
when a = 600µm. The proportional rate increases from 0.001172 to 0.002658 after
this point.
3.2.2 Size of Boss Ring
The half length of the boss ring d is also an important geometrical factor that
affects the behavior of the pressure sensor. In this study, different sensor models
are simulated by varying d from 35 to 75 µm in steps of 10µm, while fixing the
diaphragm size at a = 500µm and the half length of the post at b = 20µm.
Figure 3.3 shows capacitance-pressure characteristics after changing boss ring
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F) Ring size d=75 µm
Ring size d=65 µm
Ring size d=55 µm
Ring size d=45 µm
Ring size d=35 µm
Figure 3.3. Capacitance-Pressure characteristics for different ring sizes, η = 2.0µm,
a = 500µm, b = 20µm
size. It can be concluded that variations in boss ring size has little effect on the
sensor performances before the touch point. That is due to the fact that the
boss ring does not touch the cantilever middle plate before touch point pressure.
However, it also shows after the touch point, a properly chosen boss ring size may
give rise to the device sensitivity.
The relationship between the boss ring size and the sensitivity is more accu-
rately represented in Figure. 3.4. If boss ring size is too small, some part of it
may come into contact with the middle diaphragm at the region of post. In the
worst case that all the contacts are happened within the post region, the middle
diaphragm does not even deflect and consequently no capacitance change is de-
tected. Therefore the deflection of middle plate will decrease, and leads to a small
sensitivity. On the other hand, a large ring size means that it is far from the center
of sensing diaphragms. Since the diaphragm deflection is largest at the center, the
movement of ring size under the same pressure load is diminished, thereby reducing
the deflection of the cantilever middle plate. Thus, there is an optimal value of
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a) Half length of post, b=20 µm
Diaphragm size, a=500 µm
Figure 3.4. The effect of ring size on sensitivity
ring size that can produce the maximum sensitivity with applied pressure. From
Figure. 3.4, the peak point value of sensitivity curve is selected, and the achievable
maximum sensitivity is 0.5172 fF/kPa, when ring size d is around 45µm.
3.2.3 Change of Post Size
In general, increasing post size will move the clamped center of the middle plate
close to the boss ring, and thus leads to a decrease in middle plate deflection which
is magnified by the boss ring. Figure. 3.5 shows capacitance-pressure characteristics
curves for different post sizes and the changes in these curves only occur after the
touch point pressure (9.6MPa).
It can also be seen from Figure. 3.6 that the sensitivity monotonously decreases
for larger post size b. The relationship curve between sensitivity and post size b is
non-linear. If post size b is raised, or the post is close to the boss ring, the slope
of relationship curve tends to be smaller.
Although it is true that selecting a small post size can achieve a high sensitivity,
it must be noted that the small post size are used only when they do not violate
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Post size b=20 µm
Post size b=18 µm
Post size b=16 µm
Post size b=14 µm
Post size b=12 µm
Figure 3.5. Capacitance-Pressure characteristics for different post size, a = 500µm,
d = 50µm, η = 2.0µm

















Half length of ring, d=50 µm
Diaphragm size, a=500 µm
Figure 3.6. Effect of changing post size on device sensitivity
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the constraints imposed by fabrication techniques and structure stability.
3.2.4 Alignment Error of Boss Ring
In practice, there are always some alignment errors between different layers. For
example, the center of the boss ring may not align with the center point of the
post supporting the middle plate precisely. This may leads to an unsymmetrical
deformation shape of middle plate, therefore changing the capacitance behavior of
the sensor.
The influence of errors in boss ring alignment is very similar to that of changing
boss ring size. Some part of the boss ring has smaller deflection and touches the
middle plate later, thus makes this part of middle plate less pliable to the pressure
load. Other part of the boss ring translates larger deflection to the middle plate
and in that region, the device become more sensitive. Fig. 3.7 shows that when the
misalignment error of ring position increases, the output capacitance has a positive
variation. This positive variation increases continuously until it reaches a turning
point. After this point, a negative variation in capacitance output occurs.
In this section, effects of changing geometrical parameters on the behavior of
the proposed sensor have been studied. The simulation and analysis shed light
on sensor characteristics and form a basis for parameter selection. As a result
of the complex relationship between the various parameters, matching parameter
change and pressure sensitivity is complicated. Therefore, a systematic approach is
required to find the desirable geometries so that the sensitivity to pressure change
could be more pronounced.
3.3 Sensor design using a graphical approach
The FEA simulations in Chapter 2 and the analysis in section 3.2 can predict
the sensor performance and performance changes when the sensor geometry is
varied. The understanding of device parameters and the derived curves generated
are used as a design tool to arrive at a desired specific performance using a graphical
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error = 4% of ring size
error = 8% of ring size
error = 12% of ring size
error = 20% of ring size
Figure 3.7. Capacitance-Pressure change due to misalignment of boss ring, a =
500µm, d = 50µm, η = 2.0µm, b = 20µm
approach. In a practical design, sensor parameters are to be chosen according to
the application requirement.
The two important features involved in the design of the proposed pressure
sensor are the touch point pressure and the sensitivity in working ranges. The
touch point pressure, where the boss ring of the sensing diaphragm starts to touch
the cantilever middle diaphragm, is mainly determined by specifications of the
sensing diaphragm and the gap height between diaphragms. Touch point pressure
define the starting point of the working range, and capacitance-pressure curve of
the sensor shows great difference after touch point pressure. The sensitivity, which
is in the form of capacitance change per pressure unit, is the major index of the
sensor characteristics. The capacitance change can be detected directly or after
electrical conversions. In either approach, the sensor must be designed to produce
noticeable electrical signals that required to detect small pressure variations.
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3.3.1 Design diaphragm size and gap
As discussed in section 3.1, the sensing diaphragm is formed by the silicon device
layer of a SOI wafer. Therefore, the diaphragm thickness should comply to the
standard SOI specifications listed in Table 3.1. In this section, two important
parameters, the diaphragm size a and gap height g, are designed to meet the
required sensor specifications. Other geometric parameters are unchanged during
this design step, including boss ring size d = 50µm, post size b = 12µm.




























Figure 3.8. Relationship between touch point pressure and the gap for different
diaphragm sizes
A series of touch point pressure Pt and gap g characteristics are plotted with
different sensing diaphragm sizes a in Figure 3.8. The g vs. Pt curves are obtained
from ABAQUS simulation results. With a known touch point pressure Pt, different
combinations of g and a can be designed. Although the curves are obtained with
diaphragm sizes hsen = 20µm, similar curve group and design approach can also
be applied to different thickness of sensing diaphragms.
Figure 3.9 shows the sensitivity versus gap height (g) for different diaphragm
sizes. The relationship curves are plotted according to ABAQUS simulations re-
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Figure 3.9. Relationship between Sensitivity and the gap for different diaphragm
sizes
sults. Desired sensitivity can be designed by virtue of selecting proper diaphragm
size a and gap height g from the group of curves.
Since capacitance is proportional to the area of the diaphragm, i.e., a2, the
sensitivity with a smaller diaphragm usually have a smaller sensitivity in their
working range. To illustrate the design procedures, a sensor with the following
specifications is designed:
• The working range of the sensor is 10.0 ∼ 11.0MPa;
• Sensitivity S larger than 0.5fF/KPa, which is a achievable specification
from Table. 2.3.
In Figure. 3.10, which combines Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9, the solid lines are
the touch point pressure Pt vs. gap g curves and the dot lines are the sensitivity
S vs. gap curves. The touch point pressure can be chosen as Pt = 9.5− 10.0MPa
to get a working rage of 10.0 ∼ 11.0MPa. The sensing diaphragm of thickness
hsen = 20µm is selected. Hence, Figure. 3.10 can be used directly to determine g
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Figure 3.10. Graphics design tool for the pressure sensor
and h in order to meet the specifications listed above.
Combination of the curves Pt vs. g with different diaphragm sizes a, and two
horizontal lines Pt = 9.5MPa and Pt = 10.0MPa can be used to define the area
to get the touch point of 9.5 ∼ 10.0MPa. A horizontal line S0 = 0.5fF/kPa
is also drawn in Figure. 3.10. In order to meet the requirement of Sensitivity
> 0.5fF/kPa, the combination of g and a must be selected in the area above the
line S0. The line S0 has interaction points with dashed curves (Sensitivity vs. g).
The interactions are denoted by (g1, S0),(g2, S0),(g3, S0), where gi represents the
gap at certain sensing diaphragm sizes that can give pressure sensitivity of S0.
The diaphragms with a = 400µm, a = 500µm, and a = 600µm are taken into
consideration. For the case of a = 500µm, if a sensor has gap g < 6.20µm, its
sensitivity will be larger than 0.5 fF/kPa. On the other hand, its gap must be
larger than 5.80µm in order to get the touch point in 9.5− 10.0MPa. Therefore,
the gap for this diaphragm can only be with the range of 5.80µm < g2 < 6.20µm.
It can be also concluded from Figure. 3.10 that the gap should be in the range
of 6.55µm < g3 < 6.90µm for a = 600µm. For a = 400µm, g1 < 5.25µm and
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g1 > 5.45µm can not be satisfied together, so there is no proper gap design range
in the diaphragm a = 400µm that meet the required specifications.
Pt (MPa) gap (µm) a (µm) Graphical design FEA Error
S1(kF/MPa) S2(kF/MPa)
9.6 5.90 500 0.5592 0.5331 4.896%
9.8 6.00 500 0.5237 0.5037 3.971%
9.6 6.60 600 0.5692 0.5891 3.378%
9.8 6.75 600 0.5492 0.5746 4.420%
Table 3.4. comparison of simulated results, FEA and Graphical design
Table 3.4 lists the results of sensitivity estimated from Figure. 3.10 and ABAQUS
data with touch point pressure 10MPa. The error is defined as (S1−S2)/S2×100%.
For both cases, the error of the estimated results is less than 5.0%. Therefore, the
graphical method can be used to design sensor structures.
3.3.2 Determine sizes of boss ring and post
In above design procedure, the size of boss ring d and post size b is kept unchanged
at d = 50µm, b = 20µm. Since section. 3.2 have clearly shown the effect of d and
b on device sensitivity, choosing appropriate d and b values will help to enhance
sensitivity.
In Figure. 3.11, the design group of curves is obtained from ABAQUS sim-
ulations with diaphragm size a = 500µm and gap height g = 6.0µm. It may be
deduced that the maximum sensitivity of 0.7448fF/kPa can be found at d = 42µm
and b = 12µm. Since post size b does not affect touch point pressure, the touch
point pressure can be estimated using the Figure. 3.12 by varying the size of boss
ring d. From Figure. 3.12, the touch point is Pt = 9.53MPa at boss ring size
d = 42µm, which is within the design specification range.
Thus, one possible parameter set is [a = 500µm; g = 6.0µm; b = 12µm;
d = 42µm]. The designed sensor has a touch point pressure of 9.53MPa and a
sensitivity of 0.7448fF/kPa.
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Diaphragm size, a=500 µm
Half length of post, b=20 µm
Half length of post, b=18 µm
Half length of post, b=16 µm
Half length of post, b=14 µm
Half length of post, b=12 µm
Figure 3.11. Sensitivity vs. boss ring size d, for post size b varying from 12µm to
20µm, diaphragm size a = 500µm




























Figure 3.12. Touch point pressure vs. boss ring size d, for post size b varying from
12µm to 20µm, diaphragm thickness hsen = 20µm
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3.4 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, design of proposed pressure sensor with two movable diaphragms
is presented. First, design issues and constraints, including the structure mate-
rials, diaphragm thickness and gap height between parts are discussed according
to fabrication processes. Then, effects of geometric parameters on sensitivity are
analyzed by using the results from ABAQUS simulations. It shows that increasing
diaphragm size leads to sensitivity enhancement, while increasing post size results
in the reduced sensitivity. Raising boss ring size may help to enlarge sensitivity,
but further increase will make the sensitivity smaller. These parameter analysis
provide insight to the sensor design.
Lastly, based on the simulation data of ABAQUS, a graphical design tool is
developed for the design of the proposed pressure sensor from the specifications of
desired touch point pressure and sensitivity. First, the dimension of the sensing
diaphragm is designed. Besides diaphragm thickness that is unchanged in the
design, diaphragm sizes and gap height between diaphragms are all designed to be
satisfy specifications requirement. Then boss ring size and post size are considered
to find a better sensitivity. It is a valuable tool for sensor design that can quickly
predict the performance of the sensors.
The graphical design approach only provide valid parameter design ranges for
certain specifications and only two parameters can be designed simultaneously in
a 2-D plot. Therefore, it may not thoroughly represent the interactions of many
parameters and the design result may not be the optimal one. To improve the
sensor performance, in an attempt to achieve better possible parameters in term of
sensitivity and touch point pressure, etc., optimization approaches will be presented
in the subsequent chapters. An analytical model of the proposed sensor, which can
provide quick and accurate estimations of sensor behavior and good compatibility
to the optimization program, is derived in the next chapter.
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Analytical Model of the Pressure
Sensor
4.1 Introduction
In Chapter 2, a pressure sensor with two moveable diaphragms is presented and
characterized by using the Finite Element Method software, ABAQUS. Under-
standing the deflection behavior of the deformable diaphragms in the pressure
sensor is necessary for performance estimation and sensor design. Based on the
simulation results and analysis obtained from ABAQUS, a graphical tool has been
utilized to design device parameters, as described in Chapter 3. The graphical de-
sign can provide a direct way to select appropriate parameters that satisfy sensor
specifications. However, this method cannot ensure all the sensor parameters are
varied and compared at a single step, thus the design set may not be the optimal
choice in view of the whole design space.
Sensor design can also be viewed as a multi-objective optimization problem,
where genetic algorithm (GA) have extensively been used [64] [65]. Genetic algo-
rithm, which is a robust search technique formulated on the principles of natural
selection and natural genetics, may be employed to generate and identify better
solutions until convergence is reached. In using genetic algorithm to select the
structural parameters of the device, a sensor model is needed to provide accurate
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performance index to compare the relative strength of the generated solutions. Al-
though FEM softwares such as ABAQUS can offer a convenient mean to simulate
the sensor, it is difficult to integrate GA optimization programs with parameter
variations in the FEM model. Therefore, an analytical model that can be imple-
mented in a numerical software such as MATLAB is proposed to replace the FEM
model. With the advent of computer programming, the analytical model pro-
vides a possible way to study the characteristics of micro sensor and to optimize
the sensor structure. For the proposed capacitive pressure sensor, the analytical
model presented herein is mainly developed to predict the deformed geometry of
the two movable diaphragms. Deformation of the clamped-edge diaphragm is a
well-known engineering problem with many existing analysis [66, 67]. Hence, the
chanllenging part of the analytical model is to model the interactions between the
two diaphragms and the deflection of the cantilever middle diaphragm.
This chapter aims at deriving a theoretical model for the capacitive pressure
sensor with two movable diaphragms. The chapter is organized as follows: device
variables and elasticity theory that is normally used to analyze diaphragm behavior
is introduced first. The deflection model of the clamped edges sensing diaphragm
based on Energy Method is presented next. This is followed by the cantilever
middle diaphragm deflection after the two diaphragm come into contact. Deflection
of both deformable plates are of primary importance for this work, and comparisons
between the analytical method and Finite Element Model are made so as to verify
the correctness of the proposed analytical model.
4.2 Parameters in the analytical model
The idea of the novel capacitive pressure sensor has been proposed in the previous
chapter, Figure. 2.15 shows that the device comprises of an insulated substrate
and two deformable square plates, referred to as the sensing plate and the middle
plate. In the subsequent development, the following geometric parameters are used
to construct the analytical model of the proposed sensor structure:
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• a — Side length of square sensing and middle plates;
• hsen — Thickness of the sensing plate;
• hmid — Thickness of the middle plate, hsen >> hmid;
• g — Distance between boss ring and the middle plate;
• 2d — Width of the square boss ring;
• 2b — Width of the square post supporting the middle plate;
• w(x, y) — Deflection of the point (x, y) on the sensing plate;
• wd — Deflection of the point (d, 0) on the sensing plate;
• P — Uniformly distributed pressure applied to sensing plate;
• Q — Total force exerted by the boss ring on the middle plate;
• N — Intrinsic stress of the sensing plate;
• z(r) — Vertical displacement of the middle plate along the radial direction;
• u — Radial displacement of the middle plate.
The sensing diaphragm is a clamped edges square plate of thickness, hsen and
side length, a. The deformation behavior of the sensing diaphragm can be analyzed
using plate theory. The use of plate theory is appropriate for the analysis of
micromachined thin-film diaphragms. Thin plate or small plate deflection theory is
often used, and is appropriate for small deflection cases. For larger deflections, the
mechanical behavior becomes dominated by the internal stresses of the diaphragm.
Problems in bending dominated structures (small deflections of thin plates) and
stress dominated structures (large deflections) are both considered. The conditions
for using either theory is summarized as:
For the model of the proposed sensor, an energy method is used to provide an
insight to predict the effect of the internal stress on the behavior of the sensing
diaphragm. Due to the cantilever structure, the thin middle plate may have a large
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Theory Conditions
small deflection plate deflection ¿ 0.2 plate thickness [68]
large deflection plate deflection ¿ 3 plate thickness [69]
Table 4.1. Conditions for Small or Large Deflection Theory
deflection where small deflection theory may not be applicable. In this case, large
deflection theories, is employed for the analysis and is presented in section 4.4.
4.3 Deformation of the Sensing Diaphragm
4.3.1 Elastic Model of the Diaphragm
The structure of the sensing plate is shown in Figure. 4.1, where the pressure acting
on the diaphragm surface causes deflection in the z direction. In the derivation
of the Equation (4.1), it is assumed, due to the small thickness h, that the force
is acting in the middle plane (plane z = 0) in the Figure. 4.1. This assumption
means that the line perpendicular to the middle plane remains perpendicular also
to the elastic surface when the deformation occurs. In other words, the changes of
the length and the width of the diaphragm are negligible.
Figure 4.1. The plate with dimensions L and W, exposed to pressure normal to
the surface
The deflections w of a rectangular plate with thickness h, pressure load P (x, y)
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Details of the derivation of Equation (4.1) can be found in Appendix I. There are
several important issues must be stressed before using this differential equation:
1. In order to use above equation, the plate material must be elastic, homoge-
nous, continuous and isotropic
2. The equation is valid for small deflections, where the bending deflections are
small compared to the thickness of the plate.
3. Deflections in excess of this region result in stretching of the neutral surface
and nonlinearities result.
Boundary Constraints
The sensing diaphragm is a rectangular plate with four fixed edges. Along these
edges, the plate deflection w is zero, and the tangent plane to the deformed plate









Equation (4.1) is applicable for any pressure distribution that can be expressed as
a function of x and y. Since either in hydraulic or in baric pressure measurement,
a uniform pressure load is normally applied, so the expression of pressure can be
simplified as:
P (x, y) = P, (0 < x < L, 0 < y < W ) (4.4)
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In Equation (4.1), the in-plane stresses are neglected, and the resolution can
be obtained by using several techniques [25, 70]. However, in micro devices, di-
aphragms formed by micromachined processes always contain residual stress, the
in-plane stress in the diaphragm always play an important role or even dominate
the mechanical response. Therefore, other approaches that consider the diaphragm
internal stress will be better to model the deformation of the sensing plate. Predict-
ing the deflection of sensing diaphragm accurately is important for further analysis
of the cantilever middle diaphragm, since the movement of boss ring on the sensing
diaphragm is a key parameter that affect middle diaphragm deflection.
4.3.2 Energy Method
Figure. 4.2 shows an elemental unit in the sensing diaphragm. The bending mo-
ments Mx and My and the twisting moments Mxy andMyx are also included when
considering the bending of plate. There are vertical shearing forces Qx and Qy
acting on the sides of the element. All other forces and moments are considered
negligible, since the strain of the middle plane of the plate is also neglected. There-
fore, the equilibrium of the element can be completely defined by the equilibrium
of forces in z direction, and equilibriums of moments with respect to x axis and y
axis.
Figure 4.2. An element in the plate under applied forces
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−Qx = 0 (4.6)
If considering the residual stress Nx = Ny = N in the sensing diaphragm, the
sum of forces in the z-direction is therefore:













By substituting Equation (4.5) and Equation (4.6) into Equation (4.7), shearing























The external moments Mx, My and Mxy can be obtained by integration of































It is more convenient to express in the form of plate in z direction, denoted as w.
Observing that Myx = −Mxy, the diaphragm deformation can be modelled using
the general equation for static displacement of a thin plate in the x − y plane.
Replacing Mx, My and Mxy by Equation (4.10), Equation (4.11) and Equation






















D is stiffness of the plate as defined in Equation (4.2), w is the amount of vertical
deflection at point (x, y), P is the applied pressure, E is Young’s modulus, ν is
the Poisson’s ratio and N is the internal stress function. The difference between
Equation (4.12) and Equation (4.1) is that the effects of internal stress N have
been considered in plate deflection.
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To calculate the deflections of rectangular plates with internal stress under a
uniform pressure, a method that study diaphragm energy may be used. The solu-
tion to the Equation (4.12) can be found using energy methods. Energy methods
used here utilizes the principal of energy conservation. The micro capacitive pres-
sure sensor is exposed to a uniform hydraulic pressure. Since the applied pressure
changes slowly, kinetic energy may be neglected. Hence, the amount by which the
sensing plate deflects is the equilibrium point where the work performed by the
applied pressure is balanced by the static energy stored in the plate [70]. The total
static energy, U , in the diaphragm is the sum of the bending energy of the plate
and the energy due to the effect of internal stress. Equation (4.13) contains the







































At each point in the plate, the work done by the applied force Pa2 along a dis-





2 ·∆w(x, y) (4.14)
where bmn is the coordinates defining the shape of the deflection surface and w(x, y)
is the displacement perpendicular to the plate surface. The deflection surface of
the loaded plate can be approximated by series functions. These functions have
zero value and zero first derivatives at the plate edges, in order to satisfy the the
boundary condition of clamped edges. Moreover, a uniformly distributed pressure
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The coefficients bmn can be determined as
bmn =
Pa4
4pi4D(3m4 + 2m2n2 + 3n4) + 3pi2a2N(m2 + n2)
(4.17)
4.3.3 Analysis of internal stress
The residual stresses in the diaphragms are the important parameters in estab-
lishing the reliability of the structure and the performance of the sensor. In order
to fully understand and predict the reliability and performance of the sensor, it is
imperative that the effect of diaphragm stress be analyzed and quantified. From
semiconductor fabrication technology, it is founded that the typical residual stresses
are developed in silicon wafers during the growth of boules as well as in thermal
processing. The stresses can be measured by various methods, and has a typical
magnitude of 1.4− 1.5MPa [71][72].
The deflection profiles for a 500µm×500µm diaphragm with a 10MPa pressure
load is plotted in Figure. 4.3. Due to the symmetry of the square plate, it is
sufficient to only show half of the diaphragm profile. The profiles are calculated
for 0MPa and ±1.5MPa internal stresses. From Equation (4.15), it can be seen
that for plates with tensile stress where N is a positive value, bmn tends to be a
smaller than the case of zero stress. The tensile plates has less deflections with given
loads. By definition, tensile stress will cause the plate to stiffen. On the other hand,
plates from films with compressive stress have reduced stiffness, and deflections are
increased. When the compressive intrinsic stress is further increased for a plate
with fixed geometry, the plate may deflect, even without externally applied loads.
This is the case of buckling. Buckling behavior is usually undesirable in micro
mechanical sensor and devices. Largest deflection on the sensing diaphragm are
obtained using both the energy method in Equation (4.15) and the small deflection
method, as shown in Figure. 4.4. All the curves are nearly the same for low pressure
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Residual stress N = 0 MPa
Residual stress N = +1.5 MPa
Residual stress N = −1.5 MPa
Figure 4.3. Deflection profile of a square sensing diaphragm. hsen = 20µm, a =
500µm, P = 10MPa
loads and diverge for larger loads, with small deflection theory overestimating the
actual deflection. The diaphragm of tensile internal stress of 1.5MPa shows smaller
deflection than the diaphragm with no built-in stress.
4.4 Deformation of the Cantilever Middle Plate
In previous section, the deflection of the sensing diaphragms are calculated using
an energy method. This method accounts for the deflection analysis of diaphragm
with large loads and residual stresses. As stated before, small deflection theory
generally only predicts diaphragm behavior accurately for deflections less than one
fifth of the diaphragm thickness. Beyond this point, diaphragm stretching and
membrane stress become significant and tend to decrease the amount of deflection.
Large deflection theory is used to model the middle plate deformation.
The middle plate is a thin square diaphragm of uniform thickness. The four
edges are free standing and it has a post at the center. When the applied pressure
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Energy method N=  0 MPa
Energy method N=+1.5 MPa
Figure 4.4. Largest deflection vs. applied pressure. hsen = 20µm, a = 500µm
exceeds a threshold value, the boss ring on the glass substrate comes into contact
with the middle plate and forces it to bend. As the interactions between the
boss ring and square-shape cantilever diaphragm is complex, the task of building
a model to predict the deflection of middle plate is not straight forward. One
problem is the shape of the diaphragm. Square plates are commonly used in micro
sensors because the shape can be easily fabricated. On the other hand, it is easier
to analyze the deflection of a circular plate using cylindrical co-ordinates. The
methodology adopted in this paper is to first construct a model for predicting how
a circular plate, supported at the center, would deform under an external force
before extending the results to the case of a square plate.
4.4.1 Circular Model
Consider a circular plate of radius 0.5a that is supported at the center by a circular
post of radius b. Q is the total force applied uniformly on the middle plate by a
circular boss ring of radius d. Figure. 4.5 shows the cross-sectional view of the
circular cantilever structure. Due to the symmetrical property of circular plates,
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it may be assumed that the deformation is independent of angle, θ. Hence, it is
sufficient to only analyze an elemental unit in a sector of the circular plate. The
forces and moments the elemental unit directly under the boss ring is illustrated
in Figure. 4.6. dr and dθ define the size of the element unit and z(r) is the vertical
displacement of points lying on a circle of radius r. Fr and Fθ are the inner forces
in the radial and tangential directions, while Mr and Mθ are the moments. Nz is








Figure 4.5. Cross section view of half circular plate
When force is applied, the plate deforms. A general point initially at the radius
r will move to a new radius r+ u− (dz/dr)z, where u represents the displacement
in radial direction. Hence, expressions [73] representing strain in the radial (εz)























Applying Hooke’s law, the stresses can be determined from the strains as :
σr =
E
1− ν2 (εr + νεθ)
σθ =
E
1− ν2 (εθ + νεr) (4.20)
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Figure 4.6. Forces and Moments acting on an element unit of a circular plate
ν is the Poisson’s ratio. As the plate deflection z is very small compared to the
plate radius (r), the last term in Equation (4.18) and (4.19) can be neglected.
Hence, the tensile force per unit length, in radial direction, can be obtained by






















In the same way, the tensile force per unit length of section in tangential direction













































Summation of the moments about the center tangential axis of the element
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shown in Figure. 4.6 gives∑
M = 0 = (Mr + dMr)(r + dr)dθ −Mrrdθ − 2Mθdr sin dθ
2







By assuming that dθ is very small, sin dθ
2
can be reduced to dθ
2
. Neglecting the high
order derivatives,
0 =Mrdr + dMrr −Mθdr +Nzrdr





















To maintain static equilibrium, the sum of all forces and moments on a body
























Q′ is the force exerted that may be exerted by the boss ring on the elemental unit




Therefore, the Fr and Fθ terms in Equation (4.21) and (4.22) can be regarded to be











a constant value C. Defining dz
dr















k = C (4.28)
The ordinary differential equation, labelled as Equation (4.28) can be solved by
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+ k = Ce3t (4.30)





where C1, C2, C3 are constant coefficients. Since k =
dz
dr
by definition, z(t) can be





























Replacing t by ln r, the deflection of points on the circular middle plate are
z(r) = A0 + A1r
2 + A2 ln r + A3r
2 ln r 0 ≤ r ≤ 0.5a (4.33)
A0, A1, A2, A3 are constant terms that depend on the boundary conditions. From
the cross-sectional diagram of the middle plate shown in Figure. 4.5, it may be
deduced that the plate can be divided into two regions : (i) the area inside the
boss ring, referred to as the inner region (b < r < d), and (ii) the outer region
(d < r < 0.5a). The coefficients of Equation (4.33) for each of the region will be
derived next.
Inner region (b < r < d)
Both end-points of this region are constrained, one end (r = b) by the post sup-
porting the plate and the other end (r = d) by contact area of the boss ring. Hence,
the transverse shear force (Nz) is non-zero and should be equal to the external ap-
plied force. As Q represents the total force exerted by the boss ring on the middle
plate and the circumference of the boss ring is 2pid, the external force acting on an
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Equation (4.34) is satisfied if A2 = 0, A3 =
Q
8piD
. z(r) can therefore be expressed
as:




r3 ln r (4.37)
The remaining parameters are selected using the boundary conditions. In this
region, vertical displacement z and the slope dz
dr
must be zero at the edge of the post
r = b. The boss ring touches the middle plate at the point r = d. Compared to top
plate, the middle plate is thin and flexible. Therefore, displacement of points that
comes into contact with the boss ring, z(b), is determined by top plate movement
so the following condition holds:
z(d) = w(d, 0)− g = wd − g (4.38)
where g is the gap between top plate boss ring and middle plate and wd = w(d, 0)
is the deflection of the top plate near the boss ring. Thus, the boundary conditions




= 0, z(d) = wd − g (4.39)
Using the conditions in Equation (4.39), the unknown terms in Equation (4.37)




(ln b+ 1) (4.40a)
A1 = − Qb
16piDd
(3 ln b+ 1) (4.40b)
Q =
16piDd(wd − g)
b3 ln b+ b3 − 3bd2 ln b− bd2 + 2d3 ln d (4.40c)
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Outer region (d < r < 0.5a)
Unlike the inner region where both ends are constrained, one edge (r = 0.5a) of
the outer region is free because the middle plate is structured as a cantilever. Since




























k = 0 (4.42)




− k = 0 (4.43)
The eigenvalues are 1 and -1, so the solution of the ordinary differential equation
has following general form:
k = C1e
t + C2e




By definition, k = dz
dr
so z(r) can be recovered by integrating Equation (4.44).
z(r) =
∫




2 + C3 ln r
= B0 +B1r
2 +B2 ln r (4.45)
where C0, C1, C2, B0, B1, B2 are constant coefficients that are determined by bound-
ary conditions. Since one end of the region (r = d) comes into contact with the
boss ring, the deflection at this point should be equal to the sensing plate deflec-
tion. The gradient of the surface must also be continuous. Lastly, the moment
at the edge of the plate (r = 0.5a) is zero since it is unloaded. Therefore, the
boundary conditions are






, Mr(0.5a) = 0 (4.46)
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Using the boundary conditions, the coefficients of Equation (4.45) are found to be























Linear interpolation method is used to extend the results of circular plates to square
plate. As the square and circular models employ different co-ordinate systems, the
cartesian co-ordinate (x, y) is first converted into cylindrical co-ordinates (r, θ)








Then, the cylindrical co-ordinate is used in a circular model to get the plate







zi(r cos θ, r sin θ) (4.48)
where n is the number of circular models. Since the deflection of the square can
be assumed to be symmetrical, the deformation of only one quarter (0 < θ < 45o)
of the square plate needs to be found.
4.5 Evaluation of Analytical Model
The theoretical model of the proposed micro capacitance pressure sensor is evalu-
ated by comparing against the results obtained using a commercial general-purpose
FEM package, ABAQUS. The study is conducted using a device that has the fol-
lowing structure :
• Side length of square sensing and middle plates, a = 500µm
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• Thickness of the sensing plate, hsen = 20µm
• Thickness of the middle plate, hmid = 1.75µm
• Distance between boss ring and the middle plate, g = 6µm
• Width of the square boss ring, d = 75µm
• Width of the square post supporting the middle plate, b = 50µm
The sensing diaphragm deformation is defined by Equation (4.15). Figure. 4.7
shows the three dimensional deflection of the sensing plate obtained by implement-
ing Equation (4.15) in MATLAB and calculating the displacement of each node.
In the simulation, the material of the diaphragm is set to be silicon, so the Young’s
modulus E and Poisson’s ratio ν are 130GPa and 0.2783 respectively, as discussed
in section 2.2.1. The internal stress N is taken to be +0.5MPa and a load of
10.0 MPa is applied uniformly to the entire diaphragm. Figure. 4.8 compares the
deflection of the center point obtained using the energy method (Equation 4.15)
with the value generated via ABAQUS. The plot in Figure. 4.8 indicates that the
difference between the deflection data obtained by the energy approach and that
calculated by ABAQUS. Hence, it may be concluded that the simple theoretical
model Equation (4.15) may be employed in place of the complex FEM package to
ascertain the top plate deformation.
As discussed in Chapter 2, the middle diaphragm is made of polysilicon by
using thin film technology. From section 2.2.1, typical mechanical properties of
Polysilicon are used, including a Young’s Modulus of 165GPa, and a poisson’s ratio
of 0.22. To construct the deformation of the square cantilever middle plate, the four
circular models tabulated in Table 5.1 are first derived. Using Equation (4.48), the
results of the four circular models are interpolated to construct the deformation
of the square plate. Figure. 4.9 shows 3-D deflection of a square middle plate
under the force applied by the boss ring. Due to the cantilever structure, the
largest deflection occurs at the corners of the plate. It shows that boss ring comes
into contact with the cantilever middle plate when the applied pressure is around
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Defleciton (µ m) 
Figure 4.7. 3-D deformation shape of the top plate calculated by the energy
method. side length a = 500µm, thickness hsen = 20.0µm, mesh size = 6.25µm,
internal stress = 0.5MPa























Figure 4.8. Comparison of diaphragm center deflections using different methods.
9.8MPa. After the two plates come into contact, the analytical method give rise
to a deflection-pressure curve that has a larger slope. Although the difference
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appear to be large, it should be noted that computing the largest deflections is
more complex. The average deviation between the theoretical and FEM model is
smaller than the difference at diaphragm corners.
Model Index Angle on Circular Circular Circular
(n) square plate plate radius ring width post width
1 0o 0.5a 1.0d 1.0b
2 15o 0.518a 1.036d 1.036b
3 30o 0.578a 1.156d 1.156b
4 45o 0.707a 1.414d 1.414b
















Mesh number Mesh number 
Deflection (µm) 
Figure 4.9. 3-D deformation of the square middle plate from the interpolation
method. side length a = 500µm, thickness hmid = 1.75µm, mesh size s = 6.25µm.
Since the deflection of points on both the sensing and middle diaphragms are
known, the capacitance of the parallel plate capacitor formed by the middle di-
aphragm and the substrate can be calculated by the integration method, as de-
scribed in section 2.3.
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In Figure. 4.10, the result of ABAQUS simulation discussed in chapter 2 and
result of the analytical method proposed in this chapter are compared. Initially,
the output capacitance changes slowly as the pressure increases. After the applied
pressure exceeds 9.8 MPa, the touch point, the two plates come into contact with
each other and the capacitance begins to change at a higher rate. The maximum
error between two methods occurs at the point where pressure is much larger than




where CANA and CFEM are the capacitances obtained using plate deformation data
generated by the proposed analytical model and the FEM approach respectively.
The maximum percentage modelling error for the case shown in Figure. 4.10 is
8.24%. Since the model accuracy depends on the mesh size, the percentage mod-
elling error corresponding to plate deflection results obtained using different mesh
sizes are tabulated in Table 4.3. When mesh size is reduced from 12.5µm to 6.25µm,
the modelling errors between analytical model and ABAQUS simulation decreases
to 3.21%.
Mesh size (µm) SFEM(pF ) SANA(pF ) Largest Modelling Error
12.5 0.8432 0.9127 8.24%
8.33 0.8432 0.8975 6.44%
6.25 0.8432 0.8703 3.21%
Table 4.3. Comparison of percentage modelling error for different mesh sizes, at
touch point pressure 10.0MPa
The sensitivity dC
dP
of the device to pressure change is an important performance
index that determines the usefulness of the sensor. It is, therefore, important for
the theoretical model to provide an accurate prediction of the pressure sensitivity.
Since the C-P curve is non-linear, the sensitivity is defined as the slope of C-P curve
obtained by fitting the data, in a least-square sense, to a first order polynomial.
Table 4.4 shows the pressure sensitivity of the proposed and FEM model, as well
as the deviation between the two approaches. As the modelling error and the
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Figure 4.10. Comparison of sensor characteristics from the analytical model and
ABAQUS
sensitivity variation is as low as 3.5% when mesh size is 6.25µm, it can be concluded
that the proposed analytical model is sufficiently accurate.
SFEM(fF/kPa) SANA(fF/kPa) Sensitivity deviation
Mesh size (µm) (ABAQUS) (Analytical) |SANA−SFEM |
SFEM
× 100%
12.5 0.5162 0.5689 10.21%
8.33 0.5162 0.5518 6.89%
6.25 0.5162 0.5347 3.5%
Table 4.4. Comparison of pressure sensitivity deviation for different mesh sizes
4.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, the analytical model of the proposed capacitive pressure sensor
is developed. It provides a simple and quick alternative way to estimate charac-
teristics of sensor device. In order to estimate the deflection of the sensing plate,
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energy method is employed which can account for the effect the film internal stress.
The middle plate deflection behavior is much complex and the analytical method
based on plate theory is proposed. The analytical model can predict deformation
behaviors of both plates, and capacitances computed accordingly have 3.21% dif-
ference with ABAQUS result when proper mesh sizes (6.25µm) are chosen. Since
the model provides accurate prediction and can be easily implemented in general-
purpose mathematical packages such as MATLAB, it can be combined with com-
putational intelligence techniques and used to optimize the sensor structure.
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Chapter 5
Sensor Optimal Design using
Genetic Algorithm
5.1 Introduction
The analytical model of the proposed pressure sensor has been presented in Chapter
4. Compared with the simulation results of FEM software ABAQUS, the analyt-
ical model also shows a accurate prediction of the diaphragm behaviors, with a
modelling error as small as 3.2%. Furthermore, the model is constructed and ana-
lyzed in Matlab, a widely used mathematical software, and sophisticated evolution
techniques can be easily incorporated into the model so as to achieve optimal de-
sign. Design and optimization of sensor parameters using the established analytical
model is desirable because the evaluation of sensor performance is based on the
whole design space, where all the device parameters can be varied simultaneously.
The goal of the optimal design is to improve the sensor performance as much
as possible. As discussed in Chapter 3, there are two performance specifications
that need to be achieved, including touch point pressure Pt and Sensitivity S. The
optimal design is implemented by searching through the large number of possible
solutions to discover the best specific solution. Due to the unique sensor structure
and the interactions between sensor parameters, the search process is often intricate
and time consuming. However, by exploiting the natural evolution and adaptation
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processes in biological systems, genetic algorithm can be used to solve the search
problem in a quick and efficient way.
This chapter starts from explaining the basic idea of genetic algorithm. Then a
multi-objective evolutionary algorithm (MOEA), is presented to solve the optimal
design problem of the proposed pressure sensor. Optimization results are discussed
and the sensor performance based on the optimal design is presented. Finally, the
effect of the various variables in genetic algorithm on optimization process is also
discussed.
5.2 Basic theory of genetic algorithm
Genetic algorithm is an evolutionary optimization method used to solve possible
optimization problems. The genetic algorithm is modelled roughly on how natu-
ral biological systems evolve and adapt through the process of natural selection
[75]. A possible solution to a particular optimization problem can be viewed as an
individual, consisted of a finite set of parameters. The genetic algorithm uses a
population of individuals to perform the search. The characteristics of an individ-
ual, so called chromosome, encodes one set of decision variables and so results in
a single point in the solution space.
In the evolutionary process of genetic algorithm, a repetitive loop or a series
of generations are used in order to evolve a population of individuals to find the
fittest individual. The fitness of each individual is determined by a given fitness
function that evaluates the level of aptitude that a particular individual has to
achieve the optimization objective. Each generation in the evolutionary process
produces a new population of individuals through genetic operations: Crossover
and Mutation, which are governed by the crossover rate and the mutation rate
respectively.
• Crossover is a genetic operator used to swap genetic information between
the parent individuals, and it is an analogy to reproduction and biological
mating.
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• Mutation is a genetic operator used to introduce genetic modification in the
parent individuals, and by this means genetic diversity is maintained form
one generation to the next. It is analogous to biological mutation.
These operators produce a new generation of individuals with the intension to
achieve better overall fitness in the population of individuals. New generations
of individuals are produced containing, on average, more good chromosomes than
individuals in a previous generation, i.e., each successive generation will contain
more good candidate solutions than previous generations. Eventually, once the
population has converged such that there is no noticeably difference in the popu-
lation of consequent generations, the algorithm itself is said to have converged to
a set of solutions to the problem.
5.3 Multi-objective genetic algorithm
The sensor design problem involve the simultaneously optimization of two objec-
tives at once, the touch pressure Pt and the sensitivity S. Therefore, the optimal
design is a multi-objective problem, where it is not always possible to reach an op-
timal solution with respect to all of the objectives evaluated individually [76][77].
In regards to evolutionary computation, Shaffer proposed the first implementation
method for a multi objective evolutionary search [78]. The proposed method solves
multi-objective problems by a linear combination of the objectives. In this way, a
single objective function may be created or the objectives may be converted into
restrictions imposed on the optimization problem.
Other methods propose a fitness function for each individual in a current pop-
ulation during an evolutionary search, based upon the concepts of dominance and
non-dominance of optimality[79][65]. The optimization of multi-objective functions
seldom admits a single perfect solution, but rather a set of alternative solutions,
which is called a Pareto set [80][81]. The solutions in the Pareto set are optimal
in a wider sense that no other solutions in the search space are superior to them.
The main goal of multi-objectives optimization is to find one or multiple solutions
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in the Pareto set.
A Matlab toolbox of multi-objective evolutionary algorithm (MOEA) based
on these concepts has been developed [82][83][84]. This toolbox is employed to
handle the sensor parameters optimization and the analytical model can also be
easily incorporated into it under Matlab programming environment. The objective
of the optimization problem is to find a parameter set which can achieve highest
sensitivity in the touch-mode working range, from 9.5 to 10.0MPa.
5.3.1 Data structure of candidate individuals
For the sensor structure shown in Figure. 2.15, the geometrical parameters that
govern the C-P relationship are:
• a - Side length of diaphragms;
• b - Half length of the post;
• d - Half length of the boss ring in the sensing diaphragm;
• g - Initial gap between the boss ring and the middle diaphragm;
• η - Initial gap between middle plate and the substrate, defined by SiO2 layer
thickness;
• htop - Top plate thickness;
• hmid - Middle plate thickness
As discussed in Chapter 3, both surface micromachining and bulk machining
are employed to fabricate the pressure sensor. The cantilever middle diaphragm is
fabricated by SiO2 sacrificial etching after a polysilicon PECVD deposition. The
top diaphragm is formed by the silicon handle layer of a SOI wafer. The whole
device is formed by anodic bonding these two parts. Diaphragm thicknesses are
restricted by fabrication processes and varying them requires to change process
conditions, which may lead to problems including more internal stress, surface
defects and diaphragm warpage. Thus, according to the rule of standard fabrication
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process, the middle plate thickness is set as hmid = 1.50µm, while the top plate
thickness is hsen = 20µm, which is within the standard oxide thickness range of
SOI wafers. The initial gap between middle plate and substrate, which is defined
by the removed SiO2 layer, is set to η = 1.0µm.
Data structure of candidate individuals are formed by adjusting the parameters:
λ = [a, g, b, d]. Instead of using binary values, the data of each candidate solution is
represented in real number. The MOEA toolbox deals with a real coded population
directly, and devises the crossover and mutation in the real number space. There
are some advantages of using direct real parameter GA:
1. The real parameter need not be converted from decimal to binary every single
time.
2. With the use of real parameters, there will be increased precision as there
will be no loss in resolution during binary bit coding.
3. Real number crossover and mutation schemes can be applied to search the
solution space.
5.3.2 Search space
From Figure. 2.15, it can be seen that the size of boss ring, d must be larger than
the size of post, b, so as to make the cantilever plate deflect. In practice, the
precision of mask alignment achieved is about 2 ∼ 3µm [85] and the misalignment
errors increase during processes such as wet etching, bonding [86]. Therefore, to
avoid the interference between post and boss ring, the lower bound of d should be
at least 10µm larger than the upper bound of b.
Assuming that the device is fabricated by combining a SOI wafer with a can-
tilever member with a pyrex wafer via anodic bonding, the gap between the top
and middle plate is constrained by the anodic bonding process. During anodic
bonding, the thin middle plate may be pulled up by electrostatic force. This prob-
ability of this undesirable outcome may be minimized by laying a metal layer on
the middle plate and applying the same voltage to it as the silicon substrate so
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no electrostatic forces act on these areas. By using this technique, the achievable
gap between the top and middle plate is between 2µm and 10µm, as discussed in
section 3.1. According to design and fabrication constraints, the search space Λ in
the GA optimization is defined as:
• Diaphragm Sizes, a ∈ [300, 900]µm;
• Gap between diaphragms: g ∈ [2, 10]µm;
• Half length of the post, b ∈ [10, 20]µm;
• Half length of the boss ring, d ∈ [30, 80]µm;
5.3.3 Fitness functions
The multi-objective optimization problem can be expressed as minimization of
f(λ) = {f1(λ), f2(λ)...}, where λ ∈ Λ. In the sensor optimal design, two fitness
functions are considered.
The first fitness function f1(λ) is the reciprocal of the sensitivity, which is
computed by using the analytical model discussed in Chapter 4. Since the objective
is to maximize the sensitivity, the lower value of the f1(λ), the fitter of λ. Therefore,





Where SANA is the sensitivity obtained from the analytical model.
The second fitness function f2(λ) is the performance index that evaluate the
sensor touch point pressure Pt. Since the objective is to make the designed Pt close
to required touch point Pt0, the function can be defined as:
f2(λ) = |Pt(λ)− Pt0| (5.2)
5.3.4 Evolution conditions
Each population consists of a certain number of individuals. The initial popula-
tion is generated randomly for each evolution run. Two points uniform crossover
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operator is used, where common genes of the parents are retained in the child and
non-common genes are selected with equal probability from their parent. After
crossover breeding, the best solutions from among the parents and the new child
are retained to form the next generation. Mutation is then conducted by cutting
an inferior solution from the population. Figure. 3.12. The best solution in the
population is never used for mutation to ensure that the optimal solution is always
been kept during the evolution.
5.4 Optimization results
In solving the geometric optimization problem, the object is not limited to get the
largest sensitivity, but also the closest touch point pressure to desired one. The
two criteria are often competing with each other. Figure. 5.1 shows the evolution
progress of Pareto front. The various Pareto fronts obtained at the initial genera-
tion, the intermediate generations and the final generation are plotted in Figure. 5.1
with different markers. It can be seen that there is only a small number of non-
dominated solutions appear in the initial generations, which also congregated in
a small portion of the solution space. However, as the evolution proceeds, the
diversity of the population increases significantly and the non-dominated solutions
gradually evolve towards the final trade-off curve. A solid line connecting all the
final solutions forms the Pareto set, which clearly shows the final trade-off by the
MOEA.
The population used in the genetic search is initialized with 10 total individuals
that are generated randomly. In each generation, new members are produced by
gene exchange using crossover operator (0.7 crossover probability and 2 crossover
points) and the classic mutation method with a mutation probability of 0.01. The
fitness values of each individuals are computed in regards to minimizing the fitness
function f(λ) = {f1(λ), f2(λ)}.
The GA evolution progress is shown in Figure. 5.2. Both the best fitness value
f(λ) (Solid line) and the average fitness value (Dash line) decrease abruptly within
the first 10 generations. The best fitness value of f(λ) drops continually until it
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Figure 5.1. The evolution of Pareto front for the multi objective optimization
converges to 0.6121 after 40 generations. From Figure. 5.1, one of the solutions
in the Pareto set has been studied, and it has a smallest f(λ) value. The fitness
values of the solution in the Pareto set, f(λ), f1(λ) and f2(λ), are shown in Table
5.1.
After the group evolution stopped at maximum 100 generations, the best solu-
tion is obtained as λo = [a, g, b, d] = [680.2301, 5.8612, 13.1282, 50.0402], which has
a lowest fitness value of f(λo) = 0.6121. Thus, the highest sensitivity from this
solution is 1/f1(λo) = 1/0.8096 = 1.2351(fF/kPa), with the touch point pressure
Pt = 9.867MPa. The capacitance-pressure characteristics of the pressure sensor
with optimal parameters estimated by genetic algorithm is shown in Figure. 5.3.
Figure. 5.3 also present the capacitance-pressure characteristics of the param-
eter set generated by the graphical design method in Chapter 3, where λde =
[a, g, b, d] = [500.0, 6.0, 12, 42]. The sensor performance designed from two meth-
ods are compared in Table. 5.2. It can be seen that the optimal design by GA
gives larger expected sensitivity and a touch point closer to 10MPa than graphical
design. That is because the graphical design is based on typical parameter curves
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Generation Best f(λ) Best f1(λ) Best f2(λ) Average f(λ)
1 0.9348 1.4301 0.4421 1.7432
5 0.6482 0.9723 0.4011 0.7255
10 0.6477 0.9436 0.3823 0.7201
15 0.6478 0.9553 0.3621 0.6577
20 0.6467 0.8965 0.3242 0.6545
25 0.6437 0.8942 0.2012 0.6647
30 0.6429 0.8837 0.1728 0.6546
40 0.6151 0.8102 0.1323 0.6297
50 0.6121 0.8096 0.1301 0.6121
100 0.6121 0.8096 0.1301 0.6121
Table 5.1. Evolution of fitness values, population=10, crossover probability=0.7,
mutation probability=0.01














Figure 5.2. Cost value curves in the MOEA evolution, population size 10
and the parameters cannot be varied simultaneously, while the GA optimal design
can evaluate parameter sets over the whole search space.
In searching the optimal parameter sets, the genetic algorithm design use ran-
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Optimal design by GA
Touch point
Figure 5.3. The capacitance-pressure characteristics of the designed sensors
Nominal capacitance Touch point Sensitivity
(pF ) (MPa) (fF/kPa)
Graphical design 0.7995 9.530 0.7448
GA optimal design 1.3550 9.867 1.2351
Table 5.2. Comparison of sensor performances between graphical design and GA
optimal design
dom processes to transition from one search state to another. The random processes
give the sensor design a good balance between wide exploration of the search space
and exploration of local fitness functions. The variables of genetic algorithm such
as population size, crossover probability may affect GA evolutional processes, thus
should be discussed and chosen properly.
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5.5 Effect of GA varaibles
5.5.1 Population size
The population size of candidate solutions is one of the factor that affect GA evolu-
tion. In the study, the population size is increased from 10 to 20, and 30. When the
population is 20, the GA evolution process needs 1341 seconds, compared to 412
seconds when population is 10. The evolution results are shown in Fig. 5.2. After
the group evolution, best solution is obtained as λo = [674.5103, 5.8911, 13.2696, 50.513],
which has a lowest fitness of f(λ) = 0.5957. Thus the sensitivity from this solution
is 1.2465fF/kPa.
Figure 5.4. Cost value curves in the MOEA evolution, population size 20
The group size is further increased to 30, the GA evolution procedure needs
5623 seconds. When the evolution process is terminated at generation 100, the best
pattern obtained is λop = [672.3827, 5.9012, 13.6734, 50.6723], which has a lowest
fitness of 0.5956. The sensitivity of 1.2473fF/kPa can be achieved by adopting
this solution.
The comparison of sensor optimal design for different population sizes is shown
in Table 5.3. It can be seen that large population size needs much more time to
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Figure 5.5. Cost value curves in the MOEA evolution, population size 30
Population = 10 Population = 20 Population = 30
Evolution time (seconds) 412 1341 5623
Best fitness f(λ) 0.6121 0.5957 0.5956
Sensitivity (fF/kPa) 1.2351 1.2465 1.2473
Touch point (MPa) 9.867 9.873 9.923
Table 5.3. Effect of population size on GA evolution
evolve. Although the computation speed of a small population size is faster, it may
stop at some local optimal points. For larger population, the number of generations
to convergence increases with some increase in accuracy. That is because that the
larger the population size, the greater chance that the initial state of the population
will contain a pattern close to the global optimal solution.
In the optimization procedure, the evolution curve may not always converges
to the same value. Several rounds of evolution are performed to determine the
influence of population size on modelling errors. The following conditions are used
in the study:
• crossover = 0.7;
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• mutation probability = 0.01;
• evolution step = 100;
For each different population size, GA evolutions are performed 10 times with
initial individuals chosen randomly. When population size is 10, the lowest fitness
value of the evolutions is 0.6121, and the highest result value is 0.6987, as shown
in Figure. 5.6. As the population size increases to 20, the lowest value slightly
decreases to 0.5957, while the highest cost drops greatly to 0.6593. It can be seen













Figure 5.6. Deviation of 10 runs in different population size, crossover = 0.7
that larger population size will help to minimize the deviation of GA results. Too
small a population size, for example, the population size of 10, may make the
group of individuals converge to a suboptimal solution too early and result in a
high fitness value. On the other hand, a large population size can overcome these
local optimal points but requires longer computation time.
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5.5.2 Crossover probability
The genetic operation of crossover allows the creation of new individuals which
accounts for the generation of new parameters in the search space. The crossover
probability is an important factor in GA optimization and it represents the chances
of two parent individuals selected from the population on basis of their fitness.
A crossover probability of 1 means that all children in the new generation are
generated by crossover operation, while a crossover probability of 0 means that all
children are mutation children.
Figure. 5.7 and Figure. 5.8 show the evolution process under different crossover
probabilities. From Figure. 5.7, it can be seen that large crossover probability,
such as 0.8, may lead to more inclinations to keep the genetic patterns of par-
ent individuals, thus slowing down the process of finding new genetic patterns.
Moreover, there are larger fluctuations in the evolution curves of average fitness in
both figures, compared to Figure. 5.2. Therefore, neither high nor low of crossover
probability is an effective strategy for optimizing the design problem.














Figure 5.7. GA evolution at crossover probability 0.8, population 10
Figure. 5.9 shows the deviation of evolution results in different crossover prob-
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Figure 5.8. GA evolution at crossover probability 0.6, population 10
abilities. Each cases have the same lowest fitness value of 0.5960. For crossover
probabilities of 0.6 and 0.8, the highest fitness value is 0.6818 and 0.6918, respec-
tively. For crossover probability of 0.7, the highest fitness value is 0.6593. Thus,
proper choice of crossover probability value may help to reduce the deviation of
evolution results.
5.6 Conclusions
This chapter proposed an optimal sensor design method using genetic algorithm.
Multi Objective Evolution Algorithm (MOEA) has been utilized to solve the op-
timal design problem of the pressure sensor, with two major objectives, including
touch point pressure Pt and sensitivity S in the working range. The algorithm uses
the selection, crossover recombination, and mutation operators on the population
of individuals to perform the search. The evolution process gradually converges to
a static point, regardless of the individual values randomly created at the start of
the search.
The optimal design method using genetic algorithm has some powerful advan-
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Figure 5.9. Deviation of 10 runs in different crossover probabilities, population 20
tages over the graphical method discussed previously. It provides the means of
varying parameters continuously and simultaneously in the solution space. The
result of GA optimization shows that the device sensitivity after touch point pres-
sure 9.86MPa can be high as 1.2351fF/kPa. Compared to the sensitivity of
0.7448fF/kPa obtained by the graphical method in Chapter 3, 65.8% improve-
ment in sensitivity can be achieved by using GA methods.
Genetic algorithm variables, such as population size and crossover probability,
may affect the evolution process. Large population size can help to avoid the
problem that the fitness function may get stuck at local minimum points, at the
expense of more evolution time. The evolution results also shows that impropriate
crossover probability may not reach a convergence point effectively. Meanwhile,
since the genetic algorithm uses random processes to transition from one generation
to the next, it is unlikely to obtain the same answer in any two attempts with
the same problem. The deviations of the GA evolution results under different
conditions are also discussed.
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Sensor Fabrication and Testing
6.1 Introduction
The design and optimization of the capacitive pressure sensor with two deformable
diaphragms has been discussed in Chapter 5. In micro device manufacturing pro-
cess, the realization of a design by fabrication can be as important as the design
process itself. The purpose of this chapter is to describe the fabrication sequence
and masking layers.
Fabrication steps are discussed with the help of schematic drawings. As de-
signed and simulated in previous chapters, diaphragm sizes are on the order of
hundreds of microns, whereas film thickness are several microns. Schematic cross
sections of processing steps are therefore, not drawn to scale, as the aspect ratio of
height to width are rather small in the real device. In additional, step coverage for
most films is presumed to be conformal and the perfect conformal corner would be
a 90o arc with radius of the film thickness. However, in this chapter all the corner
are drawn as right angles, as shown in Figure. 6.1.
The chapter starts by introducing the fabrication process flow, including the
fabrication steps on a glass wafer, a silicon SOI wafer and wafer bonding. Subse-
quently, the details of the fabrication processes are presented, such as glass etching,
chemical vapor deposition, metallization and anodic bonding, etc. For each process,
the process equipments, conditions, experimental results as well as the problems
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Figure 6.1. Step height coverage. (a) perfect conformal coverage (b) step coverage
as drawn in this work
are discussed. Then, a specialized testing system for the pressure sensor is pre-
sented. The measurement results from LCR meter is presented, and compared
with computer simulation results. The capacitance change was also converted to
voltage output by using the measurement board MS3110. Finally, conclusions are
drawn based on the fabrication and measurement results.
6.2 Fabrication Flow
In this section, the process flow of the fabrication steps and cross sections for
each typical fabrication steps are described in a comprehensive way. Fabrication
techniques, materials and conditions are discussed briefly in each steps.
Both bulk micromachining and surface micromachining technology are used to
form the proposed capacitive pressure sensor with two deformable diaphragms.
The sensing diaphragm of the pressure sensor is formed by deep RIE etching on a
SOI wafer, with the intermediate oxide layer acting as the etch stop. The middle
cantilever diaphragm is formed by surface micromachining that remove the sacri-
ficial silicon dioxide layer. A Pyrex glass wafer after patterned with the boss ring
is then anodically bonded to the SOI wafer to complete the sensor structure.
Both SOI and glass wafer are 4 inch wafers. The glass wafer used is the Corning
#7740 Pyrex wafer with 500 ± 25µm thick. The specifications of the SOI wafers
in the fabrication is shown in Table 6.2.
Photo resist is a radiation sensitive material that is rendered soluble in a de-
veloper when it is exposed to radiation. There are two types of photo resist (PR)
materials are used during the fabrication processes, namely AZ-9260 and AZ-7220.
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Main Fabrication Steps Remarks
Glass Wafer 1. glass etching by HF based solution the cavity of the sensor
2. second HF based glass etching the boss ring
3. metal Cr/Au sputtering electrode and lead
SOI Wafer 4. nitride deposition dielectric layer
5. metallization electrode and lead
6. SO2 deposition and patterning space for cantilever
7. polysilicon deposition cantilever middle diaphragm
8. sacrificial etching cantilever middle diaphragm
Glass + SOI 9. wafer bonding seal the cavity
10. backside silicon etching sensing diaphragm
Table 6.1. Run sheet of major fabrication processes
Thick PR AZ-9260 is for large pattern lithography. Thin PR AZ-7220 is for small
pattern lithography where critical dimension can be below 2 − 3µm. The details
of both PR types are in Appendix B.
SOI wafer
Diameter 4 inches
Orientation [1 0 0]
Device thickness 5.0± 0.5µm
Handle thickness 395± 5µm
Oxide thickness 2µm
Table 6.2. Specifications of SOI wafer
6.2.1 Glass wafer fabrication steps
In summary, the fabrication steps on glass wafer start with the first glass wet
etching to form the cavity of the pressure sensor. Subsequently, the boss ring
structure is created by the second glass etching. Metal layer is sputtered to form
the capacitor electrode and electrical leads. Detailed steps will now be presented.
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After the glass wafer is cleaned in a wet bench, a 10µm thick PR AZ-9260 for
large pattern lithography is spin-coated and patterned, as shown in Figure. 6.2(a).
In Figure. 6.2(b), a cavity of 10.0µm is formed after wet etching by use of a HF
based solution. The photo resist (PR) layer is removed by immersing the wafer
into Acetone after glass etching and the glass wafer after first etching step is shown
in Figure. 6.2(c). The cavity in the glass wafer will be used as the chamber of the
pressure sensor.
Figure 6.2. Glass 1st etching step. (a)Spin coat and pattern PR (b)Glass etching
(c)PR striping
Another similar glass etching step is performed afterwards to construct the
boss ring, as shown in Figure. 6.3. The boss ring acts as the stopper that force
the cantilever diaphragm bend. After growing and patterning the thin PR layer
AZ-7220, a HF wet etching is utilized to make a protrudent ring with a height of
2.0µm.
In Figure. 6.4(a), the glass wafer is coated by a positive thick AZ-9260 PR, and
the PR layer is patterned. Figure. 6.4(b) shows that a layer of 20 nm of chromium
(Cr) and 200 nm of gold (Au) is formed by E-beam evaporation. The PR layer
is lifted off by the material Shipley 1827 and the remaining Cr/Au layer form the
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Figure 6.3. Glass 2nd etching step. (a)Spin coat and pattern PR (b)Glass etching
(c)PR striping
capacitor electrode and the electrical connection path, as shown in Figure. 6.5(c).
In Figure. 6.5(d), glass milling is performed to define the area of bond pads, at
which region a 120 ∼ 160µm deep cavity is formed.
6.2.2 SOI wafer fabrication steps
The fabrication procedure on the SOI wafer includes the formation of passivation
nitride layer, a metal layer and the freestanding cantilever structure layer by sac-
rificial etching. Firstly, a 400 nm thick nitride layer is coated on the device side of
the SOI wafer by Low Pressure Chemical Plasma Deposition (LPCVD), as shown
in Figure. 6.5(a). Silicon nitride acts as a passivation layer due to its extremely
useful dielectric property. Si3N4 is deposited at moderately high temperatures
(800oC) and low pressure (250 mtorr), using dichlorosilane (SiCl2H2) and ammo-
nia (NH3). The deposition rate is roughly about 30A/min for 4 inch wafers by
using the low stress nitride recipe LSN 850.
In Figure. 6.5(b), the SOI wafer is coated by a thick AZ-9260 PR layer, and
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Figure 6.4. Metal sputtering on the glass wafer. (a)Pattern PR (b)Sputter Cr/Au
(c)PR lift off (d)glass milling
the PR layer is patterned by the lithography procedure. Then, a layer of Au/Cr
is formed by E-beam evaporation. The PR layer is lift off by the material Shipley
1827 and the Cr/Au layer remains at the region without the PR layer, as shown
in Figure. 6.5(c).
A 2.0 µm thick silicon oxide layer is formed by Plasma Enhanced Chemical Va-
por Deposition (PECVD) at a low temperature of 100oC, as shown in Figure 6.6(a).
Since after the Cr/Au deposition, the temperature has to be kept below 400oC,
PECVD oxide is the material of choice at this step and its property rival the regular
LPCVD oxide. After the thin PR layer AZ-7220 is grown and patterned in Fig-
ure 6.6(b), silicon dioxide is etched by Reactive Ion Etching (RIE) in a CHF3/O2
plasma ambient. The chamber pressure is 30mTorr and DC self-bias is 470V .
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Figure 6.5. Dielectric layer and Lead formation on a SOI wafer. (a) LPCVD silicon
nitride (b) Spin coat and pattern PR (c) Metallization
Figure 6.6(c) shows the pattern region of oxide layer is left after removing PR
layer.
Figure 6.7(a) shows a 1.5µm thick polysilicon layer that is grown by PECVD.
The deposition is performed at a substrate temperature of 194oC and a chamber
pressure of 1.5mTorr from Hydrogen (H2) and silane (SiH4) plasma. As shown
in Figure 6.7(b), the thin PR layer AZ-7220 is then spin-coated and patterned.
Subsequently, the PECVD polysilicon layer is patterned by fluorine based plasma
etching process using Freons/SF6 , followed by PR strip. The resulting structure
is shown in Figure 6.7(c). The silicon dioxide is removed by sacrificial etching by
use of Hydrofluoric acid (HF), and the cantilever polysilicon structure is left, as
shown in Figure 6.7(d).
6.2.3 Wafer bonding and backside etching
The sensor device is then formed by connecting the glass wafer to the SOI wafer by
means of anodic bonding technology, as shown in Figure. 6.8(a). Anodic bonding
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Figure 6.6. Silicon oxide deposition and patterning. (a) PECVD oxide (b) PR
patterning (c) oxide RIE etching
was performed in an SB-6 Substrate Bonder (Suss) at 300oC with a bonding bias of
800 V applied for five minutes. The next step is glass grinding that reduce the glass
wafer thickness to 100± 120µm. After the grinding, the bond pads are exposed so
that a probe station can be used to connect the device to external circuits during
the test and characterization phrases, as shown in Figure. 6.8(b).
In Figure. 6.9(a), a 10µm thick PR layer AZ-9260 is spin-coated and patterned
on the backside of SOI wafer. The optical manual back-side aligner, the OAI Model
800, is employed to pattern the PR, with respect to the structure locations on the
frontside wafer. Subsequently, silicon deep RIE etching is performed in the Un-
axis VLR 700 Bosch Chamber, with an etching temperature of 25oC. The depth
removed by etch process is 400µm with a etch rate 2µm/min and the high selectiv-
ity of Si dioxide: Si (150:1) enable the etching process to stop at the intermediate
oxide layer of the SOI wafer. The completed sensor device after back side etching
is shown in Figure. 6.9(b).
The process flow given above shows the general steps that used to fabricate the
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Figure 6.7. Polysilicon deposition and patterning, followed by sacrificial etching.
(a) PECVD polysilicon (b) PR patterning (c) polysilicon plasma etching (c) sac-
rificial etching
pressure sensor. More detailed discussions of fabrication practice are presented in
the following sections.
6.3 Fabrication results
In the fabrication, the following sensor dimensions are aimed to achieve:
• Initial gap height g = 6.0µm;
• Sensing plate thickness hsen = 5.0µm;
• Middle plate polysilicon thickness hmid = 1.50µm;
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Figure 6.8. Wafer bonding. (a)anodic bonding (b)glass grinding
Figure 6.9. Backside etching (a)PR patterning (b)Deep RIE
• Gap between middle plate and substrate, or oxide thickness, go = 2.0µm
• Insulating nitride layer thickness hnitride = 400nm
• Side length of both diaphragms a = 500, 600, 670, 700µm;
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• Half length of the post b = 13.0µm;
• Half length of the boss ring d = 50µm.
6.3.1 Glass etching
Beside silicon wafers, various types of glass wafers are widely used in micro sensor
and micro actuator technologies. The type of glass used in the field of microsys-
tem technology must be microstructurable, preferably using a standard lithography
process [87]. Moreover, glass contains easily movable ions to perform anodic bond-
ing [88]. The glass wafer used for fabrication is the Corning Pyrex 7740 wafer with
double side polished, which are commonly used for anodic bonding in micro system
technology. The wafers also have a thermal expansion coefficient matching that of
silicon so as to avoid thermal stress.
There are some issues need to be considered during the glass etching process.
The cavity that needs to be etched is relatively deep. However, the etching time
cannot be too long, otherwise the PR layer may peel off. Figure 6.10 shows the
die line area in a glass wafer after 160 minutes etching. At the corner of the lines,
some photo resist have been removed and the glass area underneath is exposed.
Hence, the choice of etchant is important.
Figure 6.10. PR peel off due to long time wet etching
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The mask layer used for glass etching is the thick PR layer AZ-9260. The PR
layer is 10 µm thick and exposed under a 365nm wave-length ultra violet (UV)
light for 6 minutes. The UV light has a intensity of 9.3MV/cm3. After exposure,
the wafer is immersed into the developer for 10 minutes and the exposed part in
PR layer is pulled off, as shown in Figure. 6.2(a). A typical device pattern in
the glass wafer after the first etching is examined by stereo scope, as shown in
Figure. 6.11. Two square cavities represent the pressure sensor and the reference
capacitor, respectively. The straight lines are the dice lines to separate different
sensor dices.
Figure 6.11. Glass wafer after 1st etching with PR remained
The Pyrex glass wafers are then submerged in a solution mixture of HF (49%) :
H2O(1 : 5) (buffered HF) for etching experiments. The concentration of 1 : 5
was chosen to obtain smooth and regular surfaces [89]. Another solution of BOE
(Buffered Oxide Etch) containing HF (49%) : NH4F (40%) in 1:6 ratio, is also used
to compare the etch rates. The etching is conducted in the wet etching bench at a
room temperature and the etching reactions of the glass is:
SiO2 + 4HF → SiF4 + 2H2O (6.1)
Figure. 6.2(b) shows that after glass etching, a cave is left at the area without
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Etchant No. Etch time Min depth Max depth Etch depth
(min) (µm) (µm) (µm)
1 0 8.7840 9.1432
(Buffered HF) 15 10.7372 11.7069 1.9532∼2.5637
30 13.9138 15.0195 5.1298∼5.8763
60 19.6416 20.2757 9.8576∼10.1325
2 0 9.4870 9.7034
(BOE) 15 9.6750 9.9876 0.1880∼0.2842
60 10.7589 10.9573 1.2539∼1.2719
100 12.2409 12.9637 2.7539∼3.2603
160 5.322 7.726 PR peels off
Table 6.3. Etch depths on glass wafer with PR layer
PR layer. The actual depths formed by PR layer and the glass cavity are listed in
Table 6.3. The initial depths indicate that the thickness of the PR layer is close
to 10µm where no glass cavity is formed. It can be concluded from the Table 6.3
that the etch rate of buffered HF is 0.168µm/min and the etch rate of BOE is
0.021µm/min. Thus, the BOE etchant is not appropriate to form deep cavity and
the etchant buffered HF is used to etch a 10µm deep cavity on the glass wafer.
After the wet etching, PR is removed by putting the wafer into Acetone.
6.3.2 Metallization
After the glass etching, an electrode of the capacitor as well as the electrical leads
need to be formed and patterned on the glass cavity. Besides, another electrode of
the capacitor is formed on the front side of SOI wafer. All these electrical parts are
formed by metallic thin films, and there are a variety of metal deposition techniques
including sputter deposition and electron-beam evaporation. Aluminum (Al) is
probably the most common metal used sputter deposition at low temperature[90].
However, Al has a melting temperature point of 400oC. As subsequent processes,
such as PECVD and anodic bonding, normally require process temperatures of
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Figure 6.12. Glass wafer after e-beam evaporation of Au/Cr
300 ∼ 400oC, Al is not suitable.
Besides the Al sputtering, another metallization method, E-beam evaporation,
is a high-temperature process that typically form Au/Cr compounds that can sus-
tain temperature as high as 700oC [91][92]. Moreover, high deposition rates, typ-
ically 50nm/s, are possible with electron e-beam evaporation, generally 10 times
faster than sputtering [7]. Therefore, E-beam evaporation of Au/Cr together with
lift-off technique are employed to form and pattern the metal layers. The E-Beam
Figure 6.13. E-beam evaporation Au/Cr film on the SOI wafer
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evaporation is conducted on the model ZBA-23 variable rectangular beam spot
system. After the thick AZ-9260 PR layer is patterned, an electron beam of 20
keV acceleration voltage, is scanned over the wafer, generating a vapor for deposi-
tion. E-Beam evaporation emission of electrons from a filament source always heat
wafers to high temperatures. Magnetic field are used to steer the electron beam
into the wafer surface and locally melt the wafer materials under high tempera-
tures. Figure. 6.12 shows the glass wafer after Au/Cr e-beam evaporation, where
electrical leads and the electrode of capacitor are formed. The metal layer is also
formed on the front side of SOI wafer, as shown in Figure. 6.13.
6.3.3 Thin film deposition
On the front side of SOI wafer, the passivation layer silicon nitride, the sacrificial
layer silicon dioxide and the structure layer polysilicon are all fabricated by chem-
ical vapor depositions, including LPCVD and PECVD. LPCVD is performed in a
reactor at temperatures up to 900oC, and this may cause thermal stress and po-
tential damage to the metal layer. On the other hand, PECVD can be performed
at a much safe temperature as low as 25oC[93][94].
LPCVD silicon nitride
The 400 nm thick nitride layer is deposited on the front side of SOI wafer before
metallization. Therefore, LPCVD with high process temperature of 775 ∼ 800oC
can be used to grow low-stress silicon nitride layer. Besides LPCVD, PEVCD can
also been used to form silicon nitride. However, PEVCD nitrides are not stoichio-
metric (SixNy) and incorporate hydrogen. Compare to PECVD films, LPCVD
nitride is extremely resistant to chemical attack, thereby making it the material of
choice for many Si bulk and surface micromachining applications. LPCVD nitride
is commonly used as an insulating layer to isolate device structures from the sub-
strate, because it is a good insulator with a resistivity of 1016Ω − cm and a field
breakdown limit of 107V/cm [95]. The average Young’s modulus of LPCVD silicon
nitride thin films is 260.5 GPa at room temperature 25oC [96].
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The deposition temperature and pressure used are 800oC and 500 mTorr, re-
spectively. Under this conditions, an approximate deposition rate of 30A/min can
be achieved. After two hours deposition process in the furnace, a 400nm thick
LPCVD silicon nitride layer is coated on the SOI wafer surface. The common
LPCVD silicon nitride deposition reactions are:
3SiH4 + 4NH3 → Si3N4 + 12H2 (6.2)
3SiCl2H2 + 4NH3 → Si3N4 + 6HCl + 6H2 (6.3)
The standard source gases are silane(SiH4), dichlorosilane (SiH2Cl2) and ammo-
nia (NH3). SiH2Cl2 is used in place of SiH4 because it produces films with a
higher degree of thickness uniformity at the required deposition temperature. The
thickness and uniformity of silicon nitride layer as measured by the SENTECH
ellipsometer is shown in Table 6.4. It shows that the desired nitride thickness has
been deposited.







Table 6.4. Nitride layer thickness measured by the SENTECH ellipsometer
PECVD silicon oxide
On the SOI wafer, after LPCVD nitride and e-beam metallization, a sacrificial
silicon dioxide is formed, as it can be easily dissolved using etchant that do not
attack polysilicon. The SiO2 can be grown thermally on Silicon substrates as well
as deposited using a variety of processes, including LPCVD, thermal oxidation and
PECVD. Thermal oxidation is performed at high temperatures from 900 to 1100
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oC [97][98], in the presence of oxygen or steam. LPCVD process is generally used
for depositing thick (> 2µm) SiO2 films at 450
oC using silane and oxygen[99],
followed by an annealing step at 1000oC. Therefore, the SOI wafers with metal
layer can not be put into the thermal oxidation and LPCVD furnace due to the
high process temperatures. Consequently, PECVD is selected to form the sacrificial
oxide layer, because it offers the possibility to deposit films of the desired thickness
at room temperature.
The PECVD process uses IPE 1000 PECVD reactors with tetraethylorthosil-
icate (TEOS) as the source gas. The gas pressure is typically 500 mTorr. The
50kHz and 1.2kW power supply pump electrical energy into the gas to reach the
plasma stage. In the gas plasma, the atoms are ionized and both free electrons
and ions are accelerated in the electrical field, and thus energy of individual atoms
increases. However, the average kinetic energy of the plasma remains low, and so
does the process temperature of PECVD. The PECVD silicon dioxide deposition
reactions rely on TEOS decomposition:
Si(OC2H5)4 → SiO2 + byproducts (6.4)
High deposition rate of 4.5 nm/min was obtained for low PECVD process tem-
peratures at 25oC. After the patterning in Alcatel RIE machine, the profile and
thickness of the silicon dioxide layer was measured by Dektak profile scanner, as
shown in Figure. 6.15. The measurement results are shown in Table 6.5.





Table 6.5. Thickness of PECVD silicon oxide layer measured by profile scanner
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Figure 6.14. Profile of PECVD oxide layer measured in Dektak profile scanner
PECVD silicon polysilicon
As the structural material for cantilever middle diaphragm, Polysilicon is typically
deposited using LPCVD by pyrolizing silane in a low pressure reactor at 600 ∼
650oC. To avoid the thermal damage on the metal layer, low temperature PECVD
process can be used to deposit polysilicon [100] and the deposition reaction is:
SiH4 → Si+ 2H2 (6.5)
The PECVD process is performed in a parallel plate PECVD deposition sys-
tem, where 13.5 MHz and 12 W RF supply excite the gas to the plasma state.
Silane (SiH4) is used as the main process gas. The deposition is performed at
the substrate temperature 194oC and the total chamber pressure 200 Pa from hy-
drogen (H2) to silane plasma. After the patterning in Alcatel RIE machine, the
polysilicon thickness at various locations are shown in Table 6.6.
Figure. 6.15 shows silicon oxide layer after patterning, the center square box
represents the cavity where the polysilicon post will be formed subsequently. The
polysilicon layer is shown in Figure. 6.16. The size of polysilicon diaphragm is
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Table 6.6. Thickness of PECVD polysilicon layer measured by profile scanner
designed to be smaller than that of oxide, so that polysilicon does not connect to
nitride underneath the oxide layer, so free-standing edges of polysilicon diaphragm
can be secured.
Figure 6.15. Silicon oxide layer after patterning observed in microscope
6.3.4 Release etching and drying
The cantilever middle diaphragm is formed by surface micromachining process,
where the PECVD polysilicon and silicon dioxide films act as the structural ma-
terial and sacrificial material, respectively. The oxide is readily dissolved in HF
solution without the polysilicon being affected. There are some fabrication is-
sues associated with the sacrificial etching process, including the geometry of the
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diaphragm, and the chemistry of the release etching process.
Diaphragm geometry
In the release etching process, the selectivity of HF based solutions to oxide vs.
polysilicon is very high. However, unlike the nitride layer, polysilicon layer is more
liable to be etched through, by the fact that both sides of polysilicon diaphragm
are eventually exposed to the etchant during the course of release etching. There-
fore, for large diaphragm cases, where long time release etching is required, the
selectivity may not be high enough. In the fabrication of proposed sensor, the
PECVD polysilicon layer is 1.5µm thick at the time of release etching. The 120:1
selectivity to oxide vs. polysilicon limit the diaphragm sidelength to 900µm. A
large diaphragm would be completely etched through its thickness before the lat-
eral etch of the oxide is complete. Furthermore, the lateral oxide etch rate is
Figure 6.16. Improve release etch property by adding etch holes in polysilicon
diaphragm
reduced dramatically by diffusion limitations at the region close to the center post.
To improve release etch characteristics by diaphragm geometry, it is desirable to
decrease the lateral distance of release etching. By introducing square etch holes of
10µm× 10µm in the polysilicon diaphragm, as shown in Figure. 6.16, the perime-
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ter of exposed thin oxide increases so that better release property as well as faster
etch rate can be achieved. The lateral spacing of etch holes are 15µm. For all sizes
of diaphragm, the size and spacing of the etch holes are identical, the amount of
perimeter occupied by the etch holes is summarized in Table 6.7. As a result of
identical etch holes and spacings, a constant percentage of release etching perime-
ter is occupied by etch holes. Therefore transport of etchant during the etch of
large diaphragm is not significantly restricted, and the mechanical characteristics
of the large diaphragm is not changed much as well.
Diaphragm size Number of etch holes Percent perimeter




Table 6.7. Percent perimeter occupied by etch holes for different diaphragm sizes
Due to the existence of etch holes, the typical process time of release etching
is 30 to 40 minutes at room temperature, using HF (49%) : H2O(1 : 1) solution.
However, some regions in the 0.40µm thick nitride layer may be etched through,
as shown in Figure. 6.17.
Figure 6.17. Damage in nitride layer due to poor selectivity of release etching
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Etch chemistry
In the release etching, HF solutions will attack silicon nitride as well as polysilicon.
Since the nitride layer is 0.4µm, high selectivity to oxide vs. nitride is required
to avoid etch through in the nitride insulation layer. The approach for optimizing
release etch characteristics by changing the chemistry of the etchant, can be realized
by adding HCl to HF [101][102].
Two solutions are used to release the silicon oxide: HF (49%) : H2O(1 : 1)
and HF : HCl(37%)(1 : 1). Lateral oxide etch rates are estimated from optical
micrographs of release etching structures, while nitride etch rates are measured by
ellipsometer. The results are compared in Table 6.8. It can be seen that by adding
HCl to HF solution, both oxide etch rate and selectivity are improved and the
fabrication objectives can be met.
Etchant Oxide etch rate Nitride etch rate Selectivity
HF (49%) : H2O(1 : 1) 20µm/hr 0.22µm/hr 91
HF : HCl(37%)(1 : 1) 37µm/hr 0.12µm/hr 310
Table 6.8. Etch characteristics for different etchant
6.3.5 Anodic bonding and backside etching
The glass and SOI wafers are bonded together by anodic bonding technology in
an SB-6 Substrate Bonder (Suss). The two wafers are brought into point contact
under pressure in the central area. Next, the spacers are pulled out to allow the
rest area of the glass wafer to be in contact with the silicon wafer. Finally, anodic
bonding is carried out to bind the SOI and glass wafer by applying a voltage on both
wafers. The negative electrode is connected to the glass wafer, with the respect to
the voltage applied on the SOI wafer. After the wafer level anodic bonding, the
qualities of the bonded pairs can be directly checked with visual inspection.
Parameters for the anodic bonding process, which include magnitude of the
applied DC voltage, bonding pressure, nature of surface to be bonded, and bonding
time, are illustrated in Table 6.9. The bonding properties between 4 inch silicon
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wafer, nitride coated SOI wafer and Pyrex 7740 glass wafer are studied. Bonding
between silicon and glass is easy to achieve in a very short time, and more than 95%
area in 4 inch wafer scale is completely bonded. When negative voltage is applied,
mobile sodium ions in the glass are attracted toward the cathode, creating a high
electrostatic field at silicon-glass interface[103]. However, a dielectric silicon nitride
thin film on SOI prevented the formation of electrostatic field and poor bonding
may result. More bonding time and bonding pressure are required to overcome the
influence of dielectric layer. Only 85 % bonded area is observed even if the same
voltage is applied for more than 30 minutes and the bonding pressure is increased
to 2000 mbar (Case 4).
Case No. Deposited film Bonding pressure Bonding time Bonded area
1 Glass to Si 1000 mbar 5 min 95 %
2 400 nm SiN4 1000 mbar 5 min 45 %
3 400 nm SiN4 2000 mbar 5 min 55 %
4 400 nm SiN4 2000 mbar 30 min 85%
Table 6.9. Bonding parameters for SiN4 deposited silicon to glass. applied voltage
800 V, bonding temperature: 400oC
Using the optimized bonding condition (Case 4), the SOI wafer with insulating
silicon nitride is successful bonded with Pyrex 7740 wafer, as shown in Figure. 6.18
After bonding the glass and SOI wafer, the sensing diaphragms are formed on
the SOI wafers by back etching to the handle layer. A silicon dioxide layer (buried
oxide) acts as a separator between device and handle layers of silicon in a SOI
wafer. It can act as an etch stop during wafer back etching. Deep RIE process can
be used to etch through the handle layer of SOI. In contrast with wet etching, RIE
allows for the creation profiles with high depth and with vertical walls. Figure. 6.19
shows a typical cavity obtained by deep RIE on a SOI wafer with a 400µm thick
handle layer.
Deep RIE is performed using STS ICP RIE etcher and an etch rate up to 2 ∼
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Figure 6.18. Sensor device after anodic bonding
Figure 6.19. Backside of SOI wafer after deep RIE etching
3µm/min can be achieved due to the large open area. There are some important
issues during deep RIE, such as over heating of wafers, masking materials, etch
depth non-uniformity. Overheating of the bonded wafer stack during deep RIE
may bring thermal stress for bonding area. It may also cause a significant change
of masking material etch rate, thereby, decreasing its selectivity to silicon. In order
to compensate for overheating, the deep RIE process is separated into 2 or 3 steps.
Photo resist AZ-9260 is used as the masking material for deep RIE. However, the
etch selectivity is about 100:1. Therefore, to etch through 400µm thick handle
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layer, photo resist has to be thicker than 5µm. In the back etching, since the area
open for RIE is less than 15%, then etch rate non-uniformity across the wafer is
typically within the 3 ∼ 5% range. Etch depth uniformity requires over etching
which may strip off buried oxide. Therefore, the sensing diaphragm is a single
layer film made of silicon, without the problems in multi-layer films, including
delamination and thermal stress between different layers. Typically, over-etch time
occupies as much as 15 ∼ 35% of the process time.
6.4 Test of sensor performance
Four different sizes of diaphragm are fabricated: 500, 600, 670, 700 µm. Sensor
geometries are decided by the optimization design in Chapter 5. These four sizes are
in group of six chips each. Each sensor chip has a active and a dummy diaphragm,
and the dummy unit works as the reference capacitor. Both the active sensor and
the dummy capacitor has two bond pads for signal output. There are two category
for each size group, with different wiring configuration. One category has active and
dummy units electrically separated, which means both can be independently tested.
In another configuration, active and dummy units have one of their electrode being
connected. In this manner, the two capacitors can be connected to a AC power
supply in parallel.
6.4.1 Testing rig
The testing rig for the pressure sensors is constructed, and the schematic of the
test system is shown in Figure. 6.20. The test set consists of a steel pressure
box, a pressure source vessel and pump, a probe station with microscope, and a
measurement equipment. In all the measurement, the pressure source is silicon oil
that can be pressurized to 700kPa. By penetrating through the small holes in the
pressure box, the pressurized oil is in contact with the sensor sensing diaphragm
and can force it to deflect, as shown in Figure. 6.20. A cover with eight screws is
used to hold the testing wafer on the pressure box, and two rubber O-rings is used
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Figure 6.20. Schematic of pressure sensor test setup
to prevent oil leakage. To withstand the high pressure, both pressure box and the
cover is made of stainless steel. At the side of the steel box, there is a pressure
inlet connecting a steel pipeline and a pressure regulator used for monitoring the
pressure inside the box. The steel pressure box has a diameter of 160mm, a height
of 30mm and a wall thickness of 5mm. The highest pressure the box can sustained
is 1000kPa. This upper limit is designed to comply with the safety requirement in
the lab.
The probe station with a microscope is used to connect the sensor bond pads to
the measurement equipment, such as a LCR meter or a signal conditioning board.
In most measurements the pressure box is pressurized to a high house pressure, and
then slowly depressurized while the in-house pressure and sensor output are ob-
served. The change in the sensor capacitance is manually read from the measuring
instrument, and the magnitude of pressure is indicated by the pressure regulator.
6.4.2 Capacitance Measurement using LCR meter
Unlike the multi-meter that measure capacitance using a DC source, the typical
method for high accuracy capacitance measurement is to stimulate the capacitor
under test with an AC source, such as in high-performance LCR meters. An AC
signal of known frequency is applied through an internal low value resistor and
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the capacitor under test in a series configuration. The AC current flowing into the
capacitor must also flow through the resistor, creating an AC voltage across the
resistor. The magnitude and phase of this voltage can be measured and compared
to the original AC signal, and the capacitance can be computed. Techniques such
as this frequency-domain measurement can be very accurate. However, the error
terms inherent in a capacitance measurement cannot be thoroughly avoided, for
example, the parasitic capacitance.
Estimation of parasitic capacitance
One of the challenges of capacitance measurement is the effect of parasitic capac-
itance. Before characterizing the actual sensor components, the parasitic effect
due to connecting wires and surrounding fixture is first measured. In order to
determine values of these parasitic elements and to find an equivalent circuit for
the measurement fixture, it is necessary to make some measurements of the fixture
itself, and extract the values of the parasitic capacitance from these measurements.
The parasitic capacitor can be regarded to be connected in parallel to the device,
thus following equation holds:
Csystem = Cdevice + Cparasitic (6.6)
In order to accurately determine the parasitic capacitance associated with the
test fixture, measurements are made at frequency of 10, 50, and 100kHz. The
sinusoidal amplitude is set to 20mV in the measurement. To estimate the parasitic
capacitance, the capacitance Cparasitic is measured when the probes are not in
contact with the sensor bond pads. The results is shown in Table. 6.10.
Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Average
10 kHz 0.5911 (pF) 0.5904 (pF) 0.5967 (pF) 0.5927 (pF)
50 kHz 0.6093 (pF) 0.6117 (pF) 0.6269 (pF) 0.6160 (pF)
100 kHz 0.6204 (pF) 0.6187 (pF) 0.6171 (pF) 0.6187 (pF)
Table 6.10. Parasitic capacitance for the testing system
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It can be seen that the capacitance of both LCR meter and probe station
changes from 0.5927pF to 0.6187pF as the measurement frequency is altered. The
parasitic capacitance is estimated by applying a sinusoidal activation signal with
a magnitude of 20mV , under different testing frequencies from 10 to 100kHz. By
applying high frequency of 100kHz, the measurement data in Table. 6.10 indicates
that the error bounds may have a magnitude of 0.017pF , or in terms of percentage,
the errors seen in the test are on the order of 2.7%.
To measure capacitance as small as several picofarads, the results may be more
accurate if applying sinusoid activation signals of high frequency, such as 100kHz.
In this case, the parasitic capacitance is equal to 0.6187pF . This parasitic capac-
itance value of 0.6187pF significantly affects extracted device capacitance value
Cdevice when the latter was smaller e.g. more than 2.7% error below 0.017pF . The
remaining error, at low Cdevice value, could be caused by leakage currents at the
pins. The smaller Cdevice value is, the greater this effect would be. Because the
physical mechanisms that degrade the measurement accuracy vary significantly
with process, temperature, time and other environmental variables, it is difficult
to correct these errors. The measurement results presented in the thesis are rela-
tively consistent over a short period of time. Comparing measurements over a long
period of time gave results that were not as consistent. It appears that drift with
temperature and capacitor dielectric absorption may cause the inconsistencies.
Capacitance pressure characteristics
After determining the magnitude of the parasitic capacitance due to testing fixtures
and neighboring circuits, the capacitance of the sensor device is then measured.
Further measurement can be done to find the capacitance pressure characteristics
for the sensors. The geometry of the sensors under test are as follows:
Experimental capacitance pressure characteristics is shown in Figure. 6.21.
These curves are shown for four sizes of diaphragms: 500, 600, 670 and 700 µm. In
the figure, the sensor capacitance is obtained by subtracting parasitic capacitance
of 0.6187pF from the LCR readings. In general, larger diaphragms will lead to
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Diaphragm size = 500 µm
Diaphragm size = 600 µm
Diaphragm size = 670 µm
Diaphragm size = 700 µm
Figure 6.21. Capacitance-pressure characteristics for sensors with different di-
aphragm sizes
higher nominal capacitance, and the case of diaphragm size 700µm has the largest
nominal capacitance of 1.47pF . There is not a monotonic relationship between
output capacitance and applied pressure. It can be found that there are turning
points at all the capacitance-pressure curves, near 400 to 500kPa. The changes
in the slope of curves indicate that the middle diaphragm contacts the substrate
and deflects in the opposite way. The slopes increase obviously after the turning
points.
The sensitivity is obtained by fitting a straight line to the data points in Fig-
ure. 6.21 in least square sense, and calculating the slope. For each diaphragm
size, both the sensitivities before and after the touch point are computed, and the
results are listed in Table. 6.11. For larger diaphragms, the touch point pressure
decreases, or in other words, the diaphragm contact occurs earlier. The sensitivity
is enhanced greatly after the touch point, the percentage of enhancement varies
from 441% to 709%, for different diaphragm sizes. The largest sensitivity enhance-
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ment is at the case of 670µm diaphragm size, which also has the largest sensitivity
of 3.28fF/kPa in the contact mode. This is consistent with MOEA optimization
presented in Chapter 5 that a diaphragm with side length of 670µm has optimal
sensitivity.
Diaphragm Size Touch point pressure Sensitivity (fF/kPa)
(µm) (kPa) Before touch After touch
500 470 0.217 1.305
600 430 0.313 1.695
670 410 0.405 3.280
700 410 0.429 2.455
Table 6.11. Sensitivity of capacitive pressure sensors obtained from measurement
The measurement results of sensors with 670µm diaphragm size are compared
to the results from computer simulation, as shown in Figure. 6.22. In the region
before the touch point pressure, the two curves are close to each other. Even at
the transient region, the error between the two curves is small, without exceeding
5%. However, after the touch point region, the curve of measurement data does
not change as fast as the simulation curve, and the error is larger.
6.4.3 Capacitance Voltage conversion
The capacitance of the pressure sensor is mainly determined by the geometrical
dimensions. The typical nominal capacitance of the sensor is from 0.724 to 1.41pF ,
as measured in previous section. To measure these small capacitance, a sinusoid
activation signal and a sensitive detecting circuit is needed. The capacitance is so
small that the readout may be interfered by surrounding environment. Therefore,
the circuit must have good suppression ability of parasitic effects, and the circuit
layout should be designed carefully. Hence, a commercial C-V conversion board
designed specially for MEMS is used to characterize the sensor.
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Figure 6.22. Characteristics of the sensor with 670µm diaphragms, comparison
between measurement and simulation results
MS3110 board
For practical purpose, it is very important to have a high resolution circuit that
can detect small changes in capacitance. This high precision can not achieved
by traditional methods, such as RC oscillation circuit, Pulse Width Modulator.
On the other hand, the capacitive sensor has small capacitance, which results
in large impedance, so it is difficult to detect using a DC signal. An AC signal is
helpful to decrease the impedance. The Universal Capacitive Readout IC (MS3110)
is a general purpose, ultra-low noise CMOS IC. This chip support a variety of
applications that demands a high resolution capacitive readout interface. The
basic concept of the measurement board is shown in Figure 6.23. Here,U(t) must
be a high frequency sinusoid signal since capacitor blocks DC signals. C1, C2
are sensing and reference capacitor, respectively. Uout is the output voltage of
the circuit. Since the impedances of the capacitors are inversely proportional to
frequency, the frequency should be chosen for U(t) so that create a voltage across
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Figure 6.23. Working theory of MS3110 measurement board
the capacitors which is appropriate for amplification. A resistor must be placed at
the feedback part so as to form a path for the input bias current of the amplifier
to flow. Otherwise, charges will accumulate at the negative input terminal and the









The Evaluation Board needs a +5V DC supply for operation. The DC supply
is connected to the banana jacks located on the upper edge of the board. In the
measurement, the MS3110 chip works in different mode. The calibration data is
listed in Table. 6.12 The settings of the measurement are:
Reference Voltage = 2.259V ; (nominal)
Reference Current = 0.010mA; (nominal)
Frequency of Square Wave = 100.6kHz; (+24%)
Cref = 0.513pF ;
The relationship between CS2 − CS1 and Vout is shown in Figure. 6.24. The
output voltage goes into saturation for a large capacitance difference. The output
voltage is always within 0.25 ∼ 5.0V , which is decided by input voltage of the
amplifier. When capacitance difference is between −0.095pF and 0.095pF , the
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CS2-CS1 (pF) -0.323 -0.266 -0.247 -0.209 -0.133 -0.095 -0.057 -0.038
Vout (V) 0.263 0.287 0.305 0.365 0.916 1.277 1.630 1.817
CS2-CS1 (pF) -0.019 0 0.019 0.038 0.057 0.095 0.133 0.209
Vout (V) 1.993 2.180 2.358 2.536 2.714 3.071 3.43 4.15
CS2-CS1 (pF) 0.247 0.266 0.323 0.342
Vout (V) 4.50 4.68 4.99 4.99
Table 6.12. Calibration data of MS3110 measurement board

















Figure 6.24. Vout vs Differential Capacitance CS2 − CS1 (Cref = 0.513pF )
response of the chip is in a linear range. From data in this range, a first order
function can be obtained:
Vout = 9.4636 ∗ (CS2 − CS1) + 2.1751 (6.8)
Theoretically, the above function can be verified by following expressions pro-
vided by MS3110 data sheet:




= 2.259 ∗ 1.14 ∗ 2 ∗ CS2 − CS1
0.513
+ 2.259
= 10.040 ∗ (CS2 − CS1) + 2.259 (6.9)
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Diaphragm size = 670 µm
Figure 6.25. Voltage output vs applied pressure
Voltage pressure characteristics
Besides the conversion from capacitance to voltage, another merit of using MS3110
board is it only concern on the differential capacitance between the active and the
reference capacitor. Since the reference capacitor has the identical nominal value
as the active one, the effect of temperature, surrounding environment, and the
parasitic capacitance can be reduced greatly. The voltage output under the applied
pressure is shown in Figure. 6.25. From Figure. 6.25, sensitivity is 15.25mV/kPa
when the sensor operates in the contact mode. The voltage pressure curve swings
from 2.1V to 4.0V , and then drops steeply to 0V . These voltages are quite easy to
detect or handled in the electronic circuits. The output voltage can be monitored
by an oscilloscope or a high accuracy multi-meter. In the oscilloscope, Vout is a
thick straight line of 0.1V width.
Figure. 6.26 shows the corresponding capacitance vs pressure characteristics
measured by MS3110 board. The results are used to compare with the curve
directly obtained by LCR meter. The change in MS3110 measurement curve is
more smooth than in LCR results. Since the MS3110 board works in a differential
mode, the disturbance of surrounding environment have been cancel out largely by
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Figure 6.26. Capacitance vs applied pressure, from different methods
reference capacitors.
6.5 Conclusions
This chapter has proposed the fabrication procedure for the proposed pressure
sensor, which includes the bulk micromachining on the glass wafer, the surface
micromachining to form the cantilever diaphragm in the SOI wafer, and the anodic
bonding of two wafers followed by backside deep etching. The process flow is
described by using schematic cross section of main processing steps.
The important features of the fabrication process are illustrated in succession.
Two types of positive photo resist are employed in lithography patterning, AZ9260
stands for large feature sizes while AZ7220 stands for small feature sizes. Buffered
HF is adopted in glass wet etching due to its high etch rate of 0.168µm/min. The
metal layer is formed by e-beam evaporation using the material of Au/Cr, which has
a large deposition rate of 50 nm/s. Besides, Au/Cr metal layer tends to tolerate
process temperature as high as 700oC. Before metallization, high temperature
LPCVD process can be used to form the 400nm thick nitride layer. Meanwhile,
only PECVD processes are used to deposit silicon oxide and polysilicon, in order
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to avoid the possible thermal attack on the metal layer. To facilitate the sacrificial
etching under the large polysilicon film, etch holes are properly put onto the film.
Moreover, by adding HCl to HF based solution, it is possible to achieve high
release etch rate and less damage to nitride layer. Anodic bonding is used to bind
two wafers together and deep RIE etching is performed on the backside of the SOI
wafer. By using some metrology measurement tools, the film thickness and pattern
sizes can be examined and analyzed.
Upon obtaining the completed sensor devices, their electrical performance are
tested in a hydrostatic pressure system. The system is designed and used to test
the sensor performance. Four categories of sensors with different diaphragm sizes
have been tested and the changing capacitance is detected by LCR meter. The
capacitance pressure curves shows different relationship before and after the turn-
ing point. The sensor with 670µm has the largest sensitivity improvement of 709%
after diaphragms contact. However, the testing results in this chapter can only
used for concept proof. It still need more work to apply the idea to the commercial
pressure sensor. For the practical purpose, it is always necessary to convert the
capacitance value to voltage output. MS3110 board is utilized to provide such a
conversion. The voltage output of the pressure sensor is between 0 to 4.0 V, which





This thesis proposed and analyzed a novel micro capacitive pressure sensor with two
movable diaphragms, including performance simulation in FEM software, analyti-
cal modelling, graphical design and geometry optimization using genetic algorithm,
the fabrication process and sensor performance test.
The newly developed capacitive pressure sensor is proposed to address the need
to detect small variations in a large pressure ambient. The new sensor is a parallel
plate sensor with a fixed electrode on the rigid substrate, and an electrode on one
of the movable diaphragms, the cantilever middle diaphragm. When high pressure
is applied, the deflections of thick sensing diaphragm are very small, and these
small deflections are magnified in the middle diaphragm when the two movable
diaphragms come into contact. FEM software ABAQUS is employed to simulate
the diaphragm deflections and interactions between diaphragms. The geometric
data of the deformed middle diaphragm can be used to estimate the sensor capaci-
tance, based on an integration method. Simulation results show that the proposed
sensor with this magnification mechanism has a promising capacitance-pressure
characteristics while operating in the contact mode. Besides the ability to sustain
large pressure, it has a sensitivity comparable to normal parallel plate capacitive
pressure sensors working at low pressure environment.
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From the ABAQUS simulation results, effects of geometric parameters on sensor
performance have been discussed. Large diaphragm size will enhance the sensitiv-
ity, and large post size results in the reduced sensitivity. Increasing boss ring
size may help to enlarge sensitivity, but further increase will make the sensitivity
smaller. A graphical design tool is developed to design the proposed pressure sen-
sor. To meet specification requirement, diaphragm sizes and gap height between
diaphragms are selected first, then the boss ring size and post size are fine-tuned to
find a better sensitivity. The graphical design is a good choice for selecting suitable
parameters in a quick way. However, the graphical design only vary two param-
eters simultaneously at a time. Thus, the selected set may not be the optimal
choice in view of the whole design space. Another approach like genetic algorithm
is employed to design and optimize the sensor geometry.
In the use of genetic algorithm to select geometrical parameters of sensors, an
analytical model is proposed to estimate the characteristics of micro sensor. For the
proposed capacitive pressure sensor, the analytical model can predict the deformed
geometry of clamped-edge sensing diaphragms by means of energy method, and
the deflections of cantilever middle diaphragms are also discussed and character-
ized. Compared to ABAQUS results, the analytical model can predict diaphragm
deformation behavior with less than 3.2% error. Unlike ABAQUS, the analytical
model can be incorporated into the genetic algorithm in MATLAB. The optimal
design method using genetic algorithm is desirable because the evaluation of sensor
performance is based on the whole design space, where all the device parameters
can be varied simultaneously.
The last concern in this thesis is to fabricate the sensor and test its performance.
The sensor is fabricated by using the standard micromachining technology, which
includes the bulk micromachining on the glass wafer, surface micromachining to
form the cantilever diaphragm on the SOI wafer, and the anodic bonding of two
wafers succeeded by backside deep etching. The important features, conditions
and fabrication results of the process are illustrated in detail. Buffered HF is
adopted in glass wet etching due to its high etch rate. High temperature LPCVD
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process can be used to form the insulating nitride layer. The metal lines are
formed by e-beam evaporation using the material of Au/Cr, which can sustain
high temperatures in following processes. PECVD processes are used to deposit
silicon dioxide and polysilicon films. Release etching is performed by HCl to HF
based solution. Anodic bonding is used to bind two wafers together and the SOI
wafers are deep etched from backside so as to define the sensing diaphragm. The
electrical performance of sensors are tested in a hydrostatic pressure system. Due
to the safety concern, the applied pressure can only be pressurized to 1000 kPa,
so the thickness of sensing diaphragm of 5.0µm is used, so as to observe sensor’s
contact mode. Thus the testing results can only used for concept proof. The test
results show that sensors with 670µm diaphragm size have the largest sensitivity,
which verifies the optimal design by genetic algorithm. A sensitivity improvement
of 709% can be achieved in the sensor with 670µm side length. Besides, a MS3110
measurement board is utilized to provide a conversion from capacitance to voltage.
The voltage output of the pressure sensor is between 0 to 4.0V , which can be easily
handled by the electronic circuits.
7.2 Suggestions for future work
Based on the simulation, design, fabrication and testing work that have been com-
pleted, and the performance requirements put by fast development of pressure
sensor industry, suggestions for future work include:
• In the design of micro pressure sensors, the analytical model is proposed and
plays important roles in the estimation of sensor performances. Currently,
the model as well as the genetic algorithm can only address the sensitivity
optimization and touch point design. Further research may be conducted on
the model to analyze more performance indexes such as hysteresis, nonlinear
effect and creeping etc. After successfully characterizing these non-linear
phenomena, it is possible to find some solutions to compensate for them,
either by adding compensation algorithms in signal processing circuits or by
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modifying sensor mechanical structures and materials.
• In the fabrication and testing of the micro capacitive pressure sensors, it can
be observed that 441% to 709% percentage improvement in sensitivity when
the sensors work in the contact mode. Although concept proof has been
achieved and there is still more space to improve the sensor performance. It
should be very useful to test these sensors in a very high pressure system, or
even in the hydrostatic tanks.
• In sensor industry, capacitance change in the pressure sensors are normally
converted to voltage or current output, followed by signal processing and
amplification. In the research, MS3110 board has been used to fulfill this
requirement. However, the connections between the sensor chips and the
MS3110 board need to go through probes and wires, which may bring large
stray capacitances to the measurement. To reduce the effect of stray capaci-
tances, processing circuit should be put much closer to the sensor chips and
connect them with wire bonding. It is better to put sensor mechanical parts
and signal processing units in a single chip, but this requires that the sensor
fabrication is compatible to electronic circuit process.
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Appendix A
GUI Method for Capacitance
Calculation
The GUI method explores the intrinsic electrostatics of capacitors from the de-
formed geometry. It includes following steps:
1. Use FEM software to find the electric displacement ~E between the two plates.
2. Then compute charges on top and bottom plates according to Maxwell’s
equations (Gauss’s law): the electric displacement flux ~E emanating from a
closed surface S is equal to the charge contained with the volume V bounded
surface S.: ∮
S
~E · dS =
∮
V
ρ · dV = Q
where ρ– volume charge density, Q - charge
3. Capacitance of the structure may then be computed
C = (Qtop +Qbottom)/2U
To simplify the calculation, first a square plate capacitor with 1.4 side length
and 0.4 electrode gap is simulated, and the dielectrics between two plates is air
(dielectric constant = 1.0). By using the PDE toolbox’s GUI in Matlab, the
capacitor’s geometry is created and meshed by triangles. The electrostatics of
capacitor can be simulated by solving basic elliptic equation:
−∇(c∇u) + au = f inΩ
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The solution of PDE equation u can be expressed in terms of elementary functions.
To yield meaningful results, Dirichlet conditions are defined at top and bottom
lines, by restricting test function v = 0 at boundary points, and setting u = 10
at top line, u = 0 at bottom line. For side boundaries, since the exact voltage is
unknown, Neumann conditions are defined. The results obtained by solving the
PDE equation are shown in Figure. .
The cross section view of deformed model is shown in Figure. . By integrating
the electric displacement flux ~e along the electrode length, the electrode charge can
be obtained, which is used in calculating the capacitance.
The PDE solutions and triangular mesh data in GUI simulation are exported
to Matlab workspace. A m-file is written to compute the capacitance, and it has
following steps:
1. Calculating the ~E-field. Since the PDE solutions are just a matrix of voltages
at each node, so function pdegrad is used to calculate electric displacement
vectors ( ~E = ∇u) at center of each triangle. Then the ~E-field is interpolated
to triangle nodes.
[Dxc,Dyc] = pdegrad(p, t, u); %p, t represents triangles data
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Dx = pdeprtni(p, t,Dxc); %interpolate electric displacement D from
Dy = pdeprtni(p, t,Dyc); %triangle centers to nodes
2. Pick out boundary points. There are two boundary sets: top boundary and
bottom boundary. In this case, the bottom is always flat, so the condition y <
0.001 can be defined to get those points. However, the top boundary is not a
straight line and may be difficult to define when the triangle mashes are very
small. By choosing suitable mesh size, condition y > 0.4−deflection+0.001
is used to get top boundary points.
3. Sort the points and Line integrate to get the surface charge. The points in
boundary sets are rearranged to have a sequence from left (x = 0) to right
(x = 0.4). Recognizing the surface as a non-uniform length with constant
width, the following equation can be obtained:
Σ ~E · dl = Q/w
4. Calculate total capacitance. After summarize the charges, the results should
be checked so that top and bottom boundaries have the same value. If the
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boundary sets are not selected properly, the top charge may not equal to
bottom charge.
GUI Method Step Mesh size Top charge Bottom charge Capacitance
1 89 35.0000 35.0000 4.9000ε0
2 356 35.0000 35.0000 4.9000ε0
3 1424 35.0000 35.0000 4.9000ε0
Integration Method 4.9ε0
GUI Method Step Mesh size Top charge Bottom charge Capacitance
1 97 36.9515 37.3662 5.2022ε0
2 388 36.9416 37.4337 5.2063ε0




Basic Photo Lithography Process
1. HMDS (Hexamethyldisilazane) Printing under Vacuum. a. Baking the sub-
strate at 110oC for 3 ∼ 5 minutes; b. Baking and purging to remove surface
moisture (100oC, 60sec.); c. HMDS Printing (room temperature, 20sec.); d.
Baking and purging (60 sec.);
2. Wafer cooling Cool down the wafer in room temperature for 60 sec.
3. Spin coating. Thick PR (AZ-9260) is for large pattern lithography. Thin
PR (AZ-7220) is for small pattern lithography where critical dimension is
below 2-3 microns. a. Clean aligner using Acetone; b. Clean PR tube using
Acetone; c. Place glass wafer on the tabletop and adjust its position using
aligner; d. Press “Vacuum”, fix wafer position using pressure difference on




AZ-9260 110 oC 4 min.
AZ-7220 100 oC 1.5 min.
5. Resist Cooling.
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Temp Time
AZ-9260 24 oC 1.0 min.
AZ-7220 24 oC 1.0 min.
6. Photo Resist Exposure. 365 nm wave-length UV Intensity 9.3mv/cm3. For
10µm thick AZ-9260 PR, the exposure time is 300 seconds and the exposure
time reduced to 180 seconds for 4µm thick AZ-7220 PR.
7. Resist Post-Baking.
Temp Time
AZ-9260 no post baking
AZ-7220 100 oC 1.0 min.
8. Developing. Dip the wafer into a developer of potassium hydroxide (KOH)
at room temperature for 60 ∼ 70 seconds.
9. DI Water Rinsing. Rinse both surfaces of the glass wafer. Be careful not to
damage the PR patterns on the wafer.
10. Spin Drying. Dry the glass wafer in the spun-dry machine for 120 seconds at
700rpm spin speed.





MS3110 Universal Capacitive Readout Board is a general purpose, ultra-low noise
CMOS IC intended to support a variety of MEMS sensors (such as accelerometers,
rate sensors and capacitive pressure sensors) that require a high resolution capac-
itive readout interface. Typically, the MS3110 measurement board is capable of
sensing capacitance changes as small as 4.0aF/rtHz. In order to test the features
of MS3110 Evaluation Board, some equipments are needed:
• a +5 VDC Power Supply and a +16 VDC supply;
• an Oscilloscope;
• two multi-meters;
• a Parallel port cable, a IBM PC;
• a MS3110 evaluation board, 16 pin SOIC.
The Evaluation Board needs a +5V DC supply for operation. The DC supply
is connected to the banana jacks located on the upper edge of the board. Connect
a parallel port cable from PC to J2 on the Evaluation Board. There are a software
in PC which will send programming signals to MS3110.
MS3110 board measures the capacitance change between capacitors (CS1 and
CS2) and provides a voltage output proportional to that change. The transfer
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function from capacitance to voltage output is as:
Vout = GAINSEL ∗ Vref ∗ 1.14 ∗ (CS1 − CS2)/Cref + Vref (.1)
Where Vout is output voltage; GAINSEL = 2V/V nominal; Cref is selected to
optimize input sense capacitance range.
The reference voltage Vref should be adjusted to 2.25V ± 0.01V . First, select
”nominal” for the Voltage reference trim T[3:0] and use a multimeter in DC
Volts Mode to detect the reference voltage. Vref can be adjusted within requirement
by change settings in trim T[3:0].
Then remove the jumper on J9, and place the second multimeter across the pins.
Set the multimeter to DC current mode. This multimeter must be quite sensitive
in detecting small current in µA. Adjust Current reference trim R[2:0] and
make the current as close to 10µA as possible. After the requirement is satisfied,
place the jumper back and remove the multimeter.
The last bias setting is the frequency of carrier wave. Put the probe on pin 1 of
J3, and the ground. Adjust the oscilloscope to display a square wave. Oscillator
Trim D[2:0] can be used to tune the square wave to have a 100kHz ± 5kHz
frequency, and a 2.25V magnitude. Remove the oscilloscope after the setting is
finished.
B1. Nominal capacitance Cref = 5.130pF
• Reference Voltage = 2.258V ; (nominal)
• Reference Current = 0.010mA; (nominal)
• Frequency of Square Wave = 100.5kHz; (+24%)
• Cref [9 : 0] = 5.130pF ;
CS2 − CS1(pF ) -1.501 -1.026 -0.589 -0.228 -0.019
0 0.019 0.228 0.589 1.026
Vout(V ) 0.724 1.202 1.638 2.003 2.213
2.233 2.252 2.461 2.822 3.250
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The relationship between Vout and CS2 − CS1 is represented by the first order
polynomial:
Vout = 1.0015 ∗ (CS2 − CS1) + 2.2301
The following function is obtained from MS3110 data sheet:




= 2.258 ∗ 1.14 ∗ 2 ∗ CS2 − CS1
5.130
+ 2.258
= 1.0036 ∗ (CS2 − CS1) + 2.258
B2. Nominal capacitance Cref = 0.057pF
• Reference Voltage = 2.259V ; (nominal)
• Reference Current = 0.010mA; (−13.7%)
• Frequency of Square Wave = 99.05kHz; (+13%)
• Cref [9 : 0] = 0.057pF ;
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CS2 − CS1(pF ) -0.095 -0.076 -0.057 -0.038 -0.019 0
Vout (V) 0.371 0.381 0.435 1.038 1.987 3.009
0.019 0.038 0.057 0.076 0.095
3.980 4.860 4.990 4.990 4.990
Consider the linear range from −0.019pF to 0.019pF , the function is:
Vout = 52.4474 ∗ (CS2 − CS1) + 2.9920
Theoretically, the function from MS3110 data sheet is shown as:




= 2.259 ∗ 1.14 ∗ 2 ∗ CS2 − CS1
0.057
+ 2.259
= 90.360 ∗ (CS2 − CS1) + 2.259
Apart from the experiment data shown in Section 6.4.3, the result of additional
experiments as listed above help to optimize the settings to measure the proposed
sensor. Generally large Cref value would result in a less amplification effect, while
small Cref , such as 0.057pF , would constrain the measurement into a very narrow
working range.
In those experiments, output voltage Vout has been monitored by an oscillo-
scope. It has been found that Vout is a straight line with 0.1V width on the oscil-
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loscope, while the corresponding readout in multimeter has a better accuracy of
0.001V. Noise signals observed on the oscilloscope may come from the power sup-
ply. Therefore a high precision voltage supply would be helpful to decrease noise
level, alternatively a filter is needed between voltage supply and the measurement
board.
When the measurement operates in the differential mode, the external sensing
capacitors that are connected to the CS1 and CS2 are usually mismatched, and
this leads to a DC offset in the output signal path. As the capacitive sensor under
detection is within the range of CS1 array value, this gives the option to operate
the chip single-ended. In other words, suitable CS1 and Cref would be able to
minimize the offset balance with external sensing capacitance CS2.
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